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Every Kid Deserves 
A Chance
Two of the residents who 
have lived in Bonita Bay 
for the longest time are 
Stan Appelbaum and his 
wife of 32 years, Cathy. 
In 1985, Stan purchased 
a lot in Woodlake, built 
his home in 1986 and 
moved into it in October 
of the same year - Stan 
and Cathy have been 
here ever since.

Stan was born ten years to the  
day before Pearl Harbor – December  
7th 1931 in Brooklyn, New York. His childhood 
was something out of a Charles Dickens novel. 
He was the seventh child born to a garment 
center worker. Stan’s mother died less than 
six months after his birth and, after his father 
remarried, he was placed in an orphanage 
because his stepmother didn’t want to be 
burdened with an infant.

From the orphanage, he wound up in a number 
of foster homes and with one particularly 
dysfunctional family who didn’t allow him to eat 
at the same table with them and beat him. After 
a horrific whipping with a cat o’ nine tails, Stan 
fortunately came under the wing of a caring 
social worker who placed him in an orphanage 
in Westchester County, New York called the 
Pleasantville Cottage School. Begun by the 
Jewish Child Care Association, the orphanage/
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Stan Appelbaum

Marina Complex Update
As REpoRtEd iN the January 
issue of Bay Watch News, Bonita 
Bay Properties Inc. (BBPI) has 
listed the Marina Complex (Marina 
and Backwater Jacks) for sale for 
nine million dollars.

Gary Dumas, the President and 
CEO of the Bonita Bay Group 
has stated that he expects the 
Marina to be sold this spring but 
with the seeming reluctance of the 
Developer to negotiate with the 
BBCA, a group of residents has 
explored the possibility of forming 

an investor group to make a bid.

A hastily formed meeting was held 
on January 9th to ascertain the level 
of interest of some residents but 
because of timing many potential 
interested parties were unaware of 
the meeting. Nevertheless, about 
150 people were present. Ken 
Meyer, Oak Knoll conducted the 
meeting. He indicated that there 
were approximately 19 outside 
interested parties who contacted 
the broker whose listing shows a 
positive cash flow for the Complex.

Bonita Bay  
Community Association 
oN JANUARY 22Nd, the Bonita 
Bay Community Association (BBCA) 
conducted a meeting attended 
by approximately 50 interested 
residents. Several announcements 
were made:

1. Bonita Bay Properties Inc. has 
shown very little interest in 
negotiating with the BBCA on 
the sale of the Marina complex. 
(See related story below).

2. The BBCA has formed a liaison 

group with the Bonita Bay Club 
(BBC) to facilitate working 
together on many common 
issues and problems.

3. The bocce courts are finally 
completed and the total cost to 
the BBCA was $212,000.

4. A survey soliciting opinions 
about the various activities 
offered by the Community will 
be distributed soon.

continued on page 7

continued on page 7
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WE Will tEll you because you asked. We are voting YES to the 
proposal to authorize the Board of Directors of the Bonita Bay Club to 
borrow $11 million to fund the “Vision 2013” project...not because we 
want to be the “premier” club in SWF (don’t you hate that term?), but 
because we think it is good business.

One thing is for certain: New membership is vital to the survival 
of Bonita Bay. What will drive new members? Great golf courses, 
beautiful homes, an amenity package that includes a comfortable, 
usable and functional clubhouse, etc. Our facility is 25 years old and 
the time has come to stop putting good money after bad – it’s time to 
bite the bullet and make it right.

If you attended the town hall meetings, you could not help being 
impressed by Cindy White’s (President) presentation of the proposed 
plan or by Dave Barry’s (Treasurer) six scenarios to cover expenses; but 
what put us over the top was Willis Blackwood’s endorsement based 
on his background as a real estate developer. Willis’ assessment of the 
loan agreement, that has been struck with the Florida Community 
Bank, is that it is one of the most favorable deals he has seen in his 
career. What could be better than borrowing money to get the job 
done and not being charged a huge assessment in the thousands of 
dollars? The loan will be paid off using the current capital assessment 
and future member’s initiation fees – That’s good business.

The other part of this equation is that this project makes sense for 
EVERYoNE in the community – including all levels of Club 
membership (house, fitness, tennis and golf) – because our home values 
are at stake. If we do not stay on a par with area clubs like Mediterra, 
Shadow Wood and Grey Oaks, all of whom have moved forward 
with major improvement projects (even the bundled community of 
Vanderbilt is in the process of an 8 million dollar renovation!), we will 
all suffer a significant loss. Voting “YES” is good business.

We elected this Board of Directors to represent us. After countless 
hours of deliberation on this subject they have UNANimoUslY 
come to the conclusion that we should proceed with the “Vision 
2013” project at this time. And we agree.

Don and Valerie Gorman, Editors
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Letters to the Editor

If you would like to weigh in on issues discussed in Bay Watch News  
or any other thoughts you would like to share please email:   
BayWatchLetters@aol.com or Bay Watch News, P.O. Box 1604,
Bonita Springs, FL 34133.

Tilly and Me…
thANks FoR thE super article about my grandfather 
written so well by Mike Hanson. However, I made a huge and 
embarrassing mistake. A.W. Tillinghast is not being inducted into 
the World Golf Hall of Fame this year. I misinterpreted a message 
indicating he was. I apologize to you, Mike and all others who have 
been so interested in his legacy.  

Pam Ytterberg, Woodlake
(Editors Note:  Thank you, Pam, for setting the record straight; however, 
it does not diminish the many accomplishments of your grandfather, A.W. 
Tillinghast or the very interesting story of his life.)

Cutest Dog in BB…
A NicE toUch but by using “cutest dog” many other dogs 
such as working class dogs (as an example) would not be entered… 
I wouldn’t enter our Dobermans as “cutest” but would enter them 
if the title were different. Of course if the intent was simply to have 
only lap dogs entered, well the title is fine. However, if you were 
trying to encourage all BB dog owners to “show off” their dogs 
maybe another title would be better...”BB’s Best in Show” or “BB’s 
Canine Companions” or ??? Keep up the good work.

Don Cerullo, Riviera
(Editors Note: Point well taken, Don! The feature will be renamed 
“BB’s Best in Show.”  Thanks for the suggestion.)

Commentary

Deliver Us from Evil… 
EVil ActioNs ARE running rampant. Why has this been 
happening? What can we do? Reading what is offered in games, 
literature, movies and on TV is alarming. Dysfunction, retaliation, 
lack of respect and offensive anger is the theme that is offered to 
our families.

Has this all progressed because we have taken the 10 
commandments out of our classrooms hoping to not be offensive 
to some? These 10 commandments are The Guide for Christians, 
Jews and Muslims. They are given to enable us to live in peaceful 
community. The function of government is to protect the citizens. 
Has the government made a mistake in removing these primary 
commandments from being honored and taught in our schools? 
Our forefathers trusted these 10 commandments, they were not 
disgraced, life was more peaceful and those in authority were 
respected for keeping order. We have progressed to “do what you 
want, if it makes you feel good” society instead of doing what is 
best and healthy for community living. Our youth and we need to 
say ‘NO” to violence in games, literature, movies and TV. Evil is 
deceiving us into believing this violence is entertainment.

Deliver us from evil, forgive us and bring us peace. Replace this 
evil with hope, joy and love.

Margaret Gieselmann, Crossings 

BoNitA BAY REsidENts described their reaction as 
“mildly alarmed” about unconfirmed rumors that former 
BB owners and developers plan a giant pickleball complex 
on the site. The possibility exists and plans have already 
begun for the area currently devoted to the Bonita Bay 
marina. Even some details have emerged from unnamed 
but “possibly reliable” sources that seem to give the rumors 
credibility. “It’s a long shot, but could happen,” an unnamed 
insider hinted.

Some claimed to have heard references to the project 
code-named “Marina Arena.” It is being viewed by former 
BB owners as “another community contribution” by their 
marketing department. The main stadium court will be 
the heart of the complex with a sound system that can be 

heard for miles around, the facility initially will be named 
“BL Stadium.” Tests are said to have begun on a brilliant 
lighting system, but pilot efforts encountered “fizzling out” 
technical problems.

The project might also be a revenue producer, in addition 
to raising the firm’s good will image. Actual numbers have 
yet to be determined, but a unique refundable membership 
deposit is contemplated. A source brushed off assertions 
that certain unfortunate past experiences would hinder this 
approach. “We’d put our corporation’s good name fully 
behind a guaranteed re-payment in full,” he said.

Bay Watch News will continue following this story utilizing its 
entire investigative staff.

Pickleball Complex Rumored for Marina By Charlie Vogt, Montara

The World According to Charlie Vogt, Montara
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By Tommye Fleming, Mahogany Ridge

Who’s Who in Bonita Bay

sAUl coopERmAN 
calls himself retired but it 
doesn’t seem that way to me. 
Formerly Commissioner 
of Education for the state 
of New Jersey, Saul is an 
educator and author.

Early in his career, Saul 
taught high school history, 
economics and sociology. 
He was frequently in the 
principal’s office, challenging 
things, suggesting different 
ways. Eventually, his mentor 
convinced him to stop 
pestering him and become a 
principal himself.

After serving four years as a high school principal, he began a one-
year residency at Rutgers University as part of the requirements 
for the Doctoral degree. It was a year rich in learning but poor in 
income. “My wife and I lived in near poverty,” says this resident 
of Bernardsville, NJ and Bonita Bay’s Lakeside neighborhood. 
I’m not sure there are many folks in our Bonita Bay community 
who have ever lived in poverty, let alone spoke openly of it. 

When he left Rutgers, doctorate in hand, Saul was named 
superintendent of Montgomery Township, and later the Madison 
schools, both in New Jersey. 

In 1982, Cooperman was appointed New Jersey’s 21st 
Commissioner of Education … responsible for a state budget of 
hundreds of millions of dollars. He was in an oversight position, 
keeping an eye on curriculum, how kids learned, how money was 
spent. His main focus was the improvement of the teaching force.

He is most proud of an alternate route to certification that 
resulted in bringing better teachers into the state school system. 
Prior to Cooperman’s initiative, easily one-third of NJ’s teachers 
had come from the bottom quadrant of their high school classes. 
By recruiting liberal arts grads and educating and certifying them 
on New Jersey’s dollar, the state was able to recruit gifted teachers 
from top level colleges, instead of resorting to the bottom feeders 
they had been famous for. He was also responsible for raising the 
pay of teachers and instituting an Academy for Teaching where 
solid research was brought to classroom teachers to the benefit 
of students. 

After eight years as commissioner, Saul went to work for one 
of New Jersey’s largest philanthropists. “I had never worked 
in urban America and wanted to see if I could be helpful in 
that environment,” Saul said. He worked primarily in Newark 
and adjacent urban cities. Among his accomplishments was 
the implementation of a plan to get women off drugs and into 
responsible jobs in industry. Equally important was Saul’s 
development and implementation of a mentoring program that 
became the largest in NJ within five years. 

Next, Lamar Alexander, former President of the University of 
Tennessee, called Saul to say he had been tapped to be Secretary 
of Education under George H. W. Bush and asked Saul to come 
to work for him. Saul declined but eagerly agreed to Alexander’s 
request for Saul to develop his idea for “Break the mold” schools. 
The result was the New American Schools, the nation’s largest 
educational reform effort of the 1990’s. Saul made presentations 
on his ideas to President Bush at Camp David and President 
Clinton at the White House. He was honored at a White House 
Rose Garden ceremony for his work in education.

In his later years, Saul has become an author.

•	 He began writing an op-ed (editorial) column on education 
for the Newark-based Star Ledger, New Jersey’s largest 
circulation newspaper.

•	 His first book, How Schools Really Work, was designed to help 
parents get involved in their children’s schools.

•	 Next came Eddie and Me, his memoir about the 15 years he 
has spent mentoring an urban youth.

•	 Here’s a kicker: he also produced a DVD, “Sex over Sixty,” 
which aired on PBS.

•	 He’s now writing a children’s book called Manduck, half 
man and half duck, who teaches honesty, compassion and 
perseverance.

Since Saul claims he really IS retired, I asked him how he spends 
his free time. “I listen to informed and bright people to learn 
about important issues in the world. I am involved in the Naples 
Council on World affairs. I read.” He added, “I’m working on a 
really big project to reform American high schools. If I can get 
funding for this, I might have to start wearing a suit and tie again.”

Right now he enjoys the endless possibilities here in our Florida 
community … the beach, The Phil, and a lot of physical fitness 
activities, including swimming and aerobics.

After I interviewed him, he was headed back to New Jersey 
for the second time since Hurricane Sandy passed through his 
state, wreaking havoc. His house there was without power for 12 
days. Like the millions of others who went without electricity, 
he and his neighbors couldn’t heat food, operate electronics, 
even drive a car because there was no gas available. Things 
were dark and desolate.

The wonderful neighborhood where he and his wife reside 
because of its stately trees lost 50% of the 50-year old oak, elm 
and poplar trees. Those he knows who have lost their homes have 
had to find other accommodations in the face of price-gouging 
rental rates. “There are heroes in this disaster and then there are 
low-lifes,” says Saul. “But my family is safe, so that’s the main 
personal thing.”

Saul Cooperman 
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5. With a seat becoming available on the Board of the 
BBCA in March, there are seven candidates who have 
applied. 

They are:

Alexis Albert

Wendy Fairfield

Marv Goldsmith

John Massey

Bruce Mohl

John Nemsick

Jim Wurster

Ballots will be sent out in the next few weeks that will 
include the background for each candidate. Everyone is 
encouraged to vote.

6. Finally, the engineering firm Agnoli, Barber and 
Brundage, Inc. has been hired to assist in the 
Community Lake Remediation Project. Rick Barber 
of this firm formerly was with Wilson Miller Inc. who 
designed the Water Management System in Bonita 
Bay. Larry Russell gave an update on the Lake Project 
and because of the scope of the work and permits 
needed no actual start date has been determined but 
most likely will be sometime from May to September.

BBCA continued from page 1 Marina Complex continued from page 1

There being an apparent consensus that the investor 
group should proceed, Ken said the plan was to 
include two levels of investors, later amended to 
three levels; Core investors - $300k minimum, Major 
investors-$100k minimum and supporting investors 
at $50k minimum.

Follow-up meetings were held to discuss the 
developing of a concise business plan including 
acquisition strategy and management of the 
complex. Also, it was decided to retain legal counsel 
to create an Offering Memorandum Subscription 
Agreement and governing documents to incorporate 
the investor group.

Any interested investors should contact either Ken 
Meyer at 947-1962 or Ed Malmstrom at 949-6027.
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Bend, Not Break: A Life in Two Worlds  
By Ping Fu and MeiMei Fox 
Norm Roberts, Creekside

Ping Fu is an American Chinese technology entrepreneur, who has advised the White House on innovation. Her 
path to success is a fascinating story.

At age eight her comfortable life in Shanghai was shattered when Mao unleashed the Cultural Revolution. For 
almost a decade she learned to exist without adult supervision, while being harassed and humiliated by Red 
Guards. When universities reopened she managed to cram to earn a place, despite having had no formal education. 
Her research and writings about the one child policy embarrassed the government, and she was exiled to the US.

She arrived with almost no money, and just a couple of words of English. Hard work, continuous study, and a 
burning desire to improve led Ping Fu to found Geomagic a software company.

The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry 
By Rachel Joyce
Shirley Gorman, Oakwood

Harold Fry appeared to be a simple man who had lived in the same house for forty-five years and had recently 
retired. Then one mid-April morning he received a letter from Queenie Hennessy. Queenie had worked at the 
brewery with Harold and was now in the hospice in Berwick dying from inoperable cancer.

On his way to post a letter to Queenie, Harold stops for refreshment. He tells the young clerk about Queenie. The 
girl tells him about her aunt who also had cancer. The clerk says she believed her aunt would get better and leads 
Harold to believe she did. Thus, begins Harold’s unlikely pilgrimage.

Harold writes and calls the hospice leaving a message that Queenie must keep living until Harold arrives. The 
sixty-five year old Harold plans to walk six hundred miles from Kingsbridge to Berwick to keep Queenie alive. 

It is a journey that will change Harold, his wife Maureen and the reader!

On the Bookshelf

Having access to Gellhorn’s letters, diaries, and writings, Caroline Moorehead created a fascinating portrait of 
a completely liberated and fearless adventuress who traveled the world in search of thought-provoking stories 
in her biography, Gellhorn: A Twentieth Century Life. 

A free and independent spirit, Gellhorn left college at 21 and traveled to Paris completely on her own in 1930 
intent on becoming a writer and journalist. Interested in the personal side of war, she wrote articles on the 
Spanish Civil War, the American army in France during WWll, Dachau a few days after it was liberated, the 
actions of the Chinese army throughout Southeast Asia and China meeting with both Chiang Kai-shek and 
Chou En-lai, and the Vietnam War. Of course, these are just some of the stories she covered. In addition, she 
wrote 15 books. Martha Gellhorn (1908-1998) certainly led an unbelievable twentieth century life.

Gellhorn: A Twentieth Century Life  
By Caroline Moorehead  
Elaine Brotman, Baywoods

Bonita Bay author davis temple, cranbrook 
published his fifth novel: Secret Keeper, Pursuit of 
the Cannibals. Davis’ first three novels, Two Letters 
Then Booger Den (2002), Preacherman (2005), and 

Voodoo Storm (2008) were of the Southern genre 
and inspired by the author’s roots in Mississippi. 
He was awarded the Mississippi Author of the Year 
Award in 2004 for Two Letters Then Booger Den.
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PUT A LID ON IT – PART 2
Bridge Lesson

WhEN YoU hAVE a minimum hand, you have to rebid 
carefully. Last month we looked at this guideline from responder’s 
viewpoint. This month, we’ll examine opener’s rebid. 

Opening suit bids have a very wide range – about 13 to 
21 points. Opener splits this wide range into three categories:    
Minimum = 13-15 points

Medium = 16-18 points

Maximum = 19-21 points.  

When you open the bidding with a minimum hand, put a tentative lid 
or barricade on all future bids. After a minimum opening bid of 1 ♥,  
opener puts a lid of 2 ♥ on his rebid; after an opening bid of 1 ♣,  
opener puts a lid of 2 ♣ on his rebid, etc. Do not rebid past two of 
the suit you opened unless you have a good excuse. One good excuse 
is a fit for responder’s suit. Opener can raise responder’s suit to the 
two-level even though the bidding goes higher than two of opener’s 
original suit. A second excuse is that responder’s first bid showed more 
than minimum strength. With neither of these excuses being present, 
a minimum opener cannot “flip his lid” by going past two of the suit 
opened. Recall that all one-level suit responses might be minimum; 
a 1NT response is clearly minimum, as is responder’s single raise of 
opener’s suit. 

Assume silent opponents and choose your rebid as opener with each 
hand and auction shown:

1) You  Partner  ♠ K J 7 4
 1 ♦  1 ♥  ♥ Q 4 3
 ??    ♦ A K 7 4
     ♣ 9 2

This is a minimum opener. Partner’s 1 ♥ bid could have been made 
with only 6 points and four hearts. Your lid is 2 ♦ so you can afford to 
bid 1 ♠, continuing the search for a major suit fit.

2) You  Partner  ♠ A K J 6 5 2
 1 ♠  1NT  ♥ K 2
 ??    ♦ Q 10 7 
     ♣ 9 2

Another minimum opening hand Partner’s 1NT response says that 
partner is also minimum (except for advanced pairs using the 1NT 
forcing convention, but they also assume a minimum responder.)  Your 
lid is 2 ♠ and that is the bid you will choose to show extra spade length.

3)  You Partner  ♠ A Q J 5 2
 1 ♠ 1NT  ♥ K Q 9 4
  ??       ♦ 7 4
        ♣ 9 2

Again, partner has promised no more than 6 points, so your lid is two 
if the suit you opened – 2 ♠. It’s possible that partner has four or more 
hearts but would be “flipping his lid” if he mentioned them. However, 
a 2 ♥ rebid is below your lid. Rebid 2 ♥, trying to find a major suit fit. 

4)  You Partner  ♠ 5 2
 1 ♦ 1 ♠      ♥ A Q 9 4
 ??       ♦ K J 5 4 2
        ♣ K 2

Be careful – your lid is 2 ♦. Responder could have bid 1 ♥ and didn’t. 
A heart fit isn’t likely and you would be “flipping your lid” to rebid 2 
♥. You have two choices - both of which are slight lies. A 1NT rebid 
describes a balanced hand that was too weak to open 1NT. Your hand 

isn’t quite balanced but it’s close. A 2 ♦ rebid is your other alternative 
but we try to avoid rebidding a suit that is only five cards in length. 
Choose whichever lie about your distribution you prefer, but do not – I 
repeat, do not – bid 2 ♥.

5)  You Partner  ♦ K Q 6
 1 ♦ 1 ♥      ♥ K J 9 4
 ??       ♦ A 9 4 2
        ♣ 9 2

Your lid was 2 ♦, but something good happened. Partner’s response 
uncovered a heart fit. The bid of an old suit on the two level shows a 
minimum hand. It’s safe to raise to 2 ♥ even though it bypasses your 
lid of 2 ♦. 

6)  You Partner  ♠ A 6
  1 ♣ 1 ♦      ♥ K Q 9 4
 1 ♥ 1 ♠      ♦ 9 6 4 
 ??       ♣ A J 7 4

This is a minimum opener with a lid of 2 ♣. Even after taking two 
bids, responder hasn’t guaranteed any extra strength since 1 ♠ is still 
below his lid of 1NT. Nor has responder denied extra strength – a new 
suit bid by responder is forcing. You must bid again but you must bid 
cautiously. Rebid 1NT, which does not bypass your lid of 2 ♣. 

7)  You Partner  ♠ A J 9 6
  1 ♣ 1 ♥      ♥ 4
 1 ♠ 2 ♦      ♦ K J 10
 ??       ♣ K 9 7 4 2

Partner’s 2 ♥ rebid of an old suit at the two-level shows a minimum 
responding hand. Your lid was 2 ♣ and you are past it. Your only choice 
is to pass. If you “flip your lid” and bid again, you indicate a stronger 
hand and will take your partnership too high. Even 2NT is too high.  It 
doesn’t matter that you hate hearts. Trust partner to have the six-card 
suit that a rebid of his own suit shows. A 7-card trump “fit” isn’t so bad. 

8)  You Partner  ♠ A J 9 6

 1 ♣ 1 ♥      ♥ 4

 1 ♠ 2 ♦      ♦ K J 10

 ??       ♣ K 9 7 4 2

You’re past your lid again but this time responder showed extra strength 
by bidding 2 ♦. A minimum responder can’t afford to bid a new suit 
on the two-level in this auction. You must bid again; responder’s bid of 
a new suit is forcing. With a bare 13-point opener and no fit, your best 
option is 2NT. Opener shows a balanced hand by bidding notrump at 
his first or second turn but can bid notrump late in the auction with an 
unbalanced hand – even with a singleton. 

Any time you open the bidding and hear partner respond at the one 
level, remember to put up a barricade (“put a lid on it”) with a minimum 
opening hand. Don’t go past two of your original suit unless you can 
raise partner’s suit to the two level. When opener makes a rebid below 
two of his original suit, responder should temporarily assume that 
opener is minimum. However opener’s bid of a new suit could also be 
made with a medium hand. More about that next time. 

Pat Harrington 
Private group lessons are now being booked for the 2013-14 
season. Contact Pat at mrsbridge@embarqmail.com if you 
have a group interested in one lesson or a series of lessons. 
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thE sElEctioN oF paint color for our walls, the largest 
area of color in our homes, is the decorating challenge that 
causes the most angst for many of my clients. This decision will 
be less daunting if a few rules of thumb are followed.

While painting the walls is one of the first things we ‘install’ 
in a redecorating project, color is always one of the last things 
we select. Since wall color needs to be guided by the color of 
the floor (the second largest area of color in any room), fabrics, 
cabinetry, and art in the room; it is usually a mistake to paint 
before selecting these design components, because it limits 
other choices.

The first step in the color selection is to gather the small paint 
chips from your paint store. Or, your decorator can bring a 
full set of larger paint chips to your home to begin the process. 
When the possibilities have been narrowed to 3 or 4, it’s time 
to apply actual paint samples to your walls for a real visual test—
the most important step in the decision process. The samples 
should be painted about 3’ wide and extend all the way down 
to the base trim, ideally on walls that get good natural light. If 
there is a particularly dark corner in the room, it is a good idea 
to paint a smaller square of each color there to see whether that 
area looks too dark at night. Apply two coats to each of the 
squares so that the existing wall color doesn’t bleed through or 
affect the color you have chosen. After the paint is dry, study 

your squares in morning, afternoon and evening light. Take 
your time…you will live with this decision for quite a while. 

After you’ve made your decision, you must then decide upon 
the finish of the paint. The general rule of thumb is that the 
rougher the texture of the wall, the flatter the paint surface needs 
to be. The greater the sheen, the more obvious any blemishes 
will appear. Generally, flat finishes look more appropriate 
with traditional decors, while glossier finishes seem right for 
contemporary styles.

Monochromatic color schemes in a room tend to provide a more 
serene ambience, while a room with highly contrasting colors 
will impart a sense of excitement. Accent walls are a simple way 
to add a splash of color without committing to a whole room of 
a strong hue. Ideally, accent walls will start and end at inside 
corners or another area where the transition is subtle.

Remember that fifth wall…your ceiling! There is no rule that 
says all ceilings have to be white. Especially if you have crown 
molding, consider a shade for your ceiling that is just a step 
or two lighter or darker than your walls. If you are a little 
more daring, choose a color from a different palette altogether. 
Saturated colors can go a long way towards making up for a lack 
of architectural character, as does crown molding, which is best 
installed before you paint.

For complimentary design services, please call 239.948.9779.

By Judy Underwood, Allied ASID
Decorating Den Interiors of Bonita Springs
www.GulfCoast.DecoratingDen.com 

(Editors Note: Judy Underwood owns and operates Decorating 
Den Interiors studios in both Bonita Springs and Sanibel. She and 
partner Cliff Welles, ASID will again offer a decorating workshop 
exclusively to Bonita Bay residents on February 15. Contact the 
BBCA for more information.)

Superior Interiors BEFORE yOU PAINT THAT ROOM

BB’s Best in Show

BB’s Best in Show for February is Floozy who happily lives 
with Bill and Barb Pollert in Anchorage. Floozy wins a $50 gift 
certificate from Happy Tails Pet Salon conveniently located at 
26251 S. Tamiami Trail (directly across from Bonita Bay), 239-
948-7300. If you would like to nominate your dog as “BB’s Best 
in Show,” please submit a photo to BayWatchNews@aol.com by 
February 10 to be published in the March issue of Bay Watch News. 

(Editors Note: Winner is selected by an independent judge.) 
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WhAt stARts As the “gingivitis” of TV commercials 
can progress to periodontal disease if not corrected early with 
consistent, thorough oral care. The consequences of periodontal 
disease are numerous, up to and including the loss of teeth.

It might surprise you to learn this, but nearly half of the 
American adults over 30 have periodontal disease according to 
findings from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 
You might think that this is improbable, but the truth is that 
periodontal disease can be present in any number of places in 
the mouth. It does not have to attack the whole mouth. Many 
times it starts with just one tooth. It can be classified as mild 
(one tooth), moderate (one or more sides of the mouth) or 
severe (covering most or all of the mouth). Research findings 
show as patients age, it appears that the periodontal disease 
moves closer to the “severe” category. 

Let’s look at the first signs (symptoms) of periodontal disease. 
Usually, the first sign of the disease is a small amount of bleeding 
in the gums which will color the saliva that you rinse out of your 
mouth after you brush. If you are using a tooth paste with a red 
die in it, this sign does not work. If you are using toothpaste that 
is white and the rinse shows red then there may be a problem. 
Unless you have scratched your gums and caused some bleeding 
or brushed extremely hard, you may have a periodontal issue. 
Try to watch the next few times you brush where the red color 
originates. Brush one side at a time and become your own detective 
to trace the bleeding. If it is slight; then once you have found the 
area, start to hyper clean that area every time you brush. Floss 
and rinse in that area regularly. Watch for either an increase or 
decrease in the bleeding. If it seems to decrease then you may have 
stopped a future problem. Continue to watch for future redness. 
If it increases, then you need to see your dentist immediately. As 
always, the time to make things better is now, not later. 

Another early sign of periodontal disease is a bad taste in your 
mouth or bad breath. If you don’t notice the bad taste in your 
mouth, usually your mate or a very good friend will tell you 
your breath is bad. Even though this can be a touchy subject, 
you hope they will tell you! It is not always easy to tell someone 
(even your mate) they have “bad breath.” We’re afraid they 
might be insulted when really they should thank you. I must 
admit it is even hard for dentists to tell patients that their breath 
is bad. Here again, early treatment is critical. Putting aside that 
you may have eaten garlic or other smelly foods the night before, 
you must be truthful with yourself. Is this a regularly occurring 
event? Does your breath always or often smell bad? If this is 
not a food related odor, then start immediately to use more 
intensive hygiene. Brush three times a day (best to do this after 
each meal). When brushing, always include your tongue. Brush 
firmly on the tongue as far back as you can without causing 
your gag reflex to activate. Try to remove any coloration on 
the tongue itself. The tongue should look pink when you are 
finished--not white, brown or black. Once you have finished 

The Dentist Chair
By Jim Papandrea, DDS, Woodlake

continued on page 36

PERIODONTAL DISEASE
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Every Kid continued from page 1

school opened in 1912 and, still in existence 100 years later, 
consisted of 20 cottages on 150 acres. The bucolic countryside 
with roaming farm animals offered a dramatic contrast to the 
previous stark environments where Stan had lived.

While it was demonstrably better than any of the abusive, 
unloving foster homes, it was far from Nirvana. Bigger children 
routinely bullied other children and Stan got beaten up 
frequently. But one day, he turned the tables and got the best 
of his tormentor. From that day forward, no one ever bothered 
him again. Finishing high school, Stan let his anger take over 
and created minor riots, so he was told to leave. The 15 year 
old wound up in a rooming house with other Cottage School 
alumni in Hells Kitchen in New York City. He found that the 
girls were prostituting themselves and the boys were pimping 
and committing burglaries to support their heroin addictions. 
Fortunately for him, he didn’t succumb but furthered his 
education and attended City College of New York (CCNY). 
After college he was drafted into the Army during the Korean 
War where he spent time primarily stationed in Germany. 
While in the service he married his first wife, Jill, with whom 
he had two daughters. 

Upon his discharge, in order to make ends meet, he held two 
jobs – one with the Automobile Association of America and 
the other managing a luncheonette. One of his fond memories 
while working at AAA was that Stan had the opportunity to 
have dealings with the master builder and urban planner, 
Robert Moses.

Eventually, he got on a career track where he joined one of the 
first big box retailers - Robert Hall clothing store.

Many of you will remember the catchy jingle:

When the Values go up, up, up

The prices go down, down, down

Robert Hall this season

Will show you the reason

Low overhead, low overhead.

Following a successful career with Robert Hall, he got into his 
own retail and importing business that allowed him to retire to 
Florida at age 55.

After playing tennis, fishing and boating for four years in 
Bonita Bay, he embarked on the most satisfying part of 
his life. He used the problems of his childhood to fuel his 
passion and to motivate him to help others who started life 
in similar situations. 

His volunteer activities began in 1990 when he became 
a Guardian Ad Litem. This is a State of Florida program of 
a network of professional staff and community advocates 
partnered to provide a strong voice in court and positive change 
on behalf of Florida’s abused and neglected children. He also 
served on the Citizen Foster Care Review Board—which hears 
dependency cases—for 14 years. 

He was appointed by three different Governors (Lawton 
Chiles, Jeb Bush and Charlie Crist) to serve on the Human 
Rights Advocacy Council, which reviews possible human rights 
violations against individuals and oversees the Foster Care 
Systems as well as all substance abuse and mental health facilities.

In 2000, Stan and a good friend, Lynn Shultsel, started a not-
for-profit agency aptly named: Friends of Foster Children of 
Southwest Florida. They have raised millions of dollars, helping 
to provide abused, neglected and abandoned children with the 
social, educational and financial support the state does not 
provide. The program helps the children through enrichment 
activities like sports, music lessons and tutoring. It even has a 
birthday club that sends the foster child a birthday card and a 
$25 gift card so they can purchase items of their choosing.

While battling prostate cancer for 12 years and still taking 
chemotherapy drugs, Stan Appelbaum is like the Energizer 
Bunny fighting for the rights of the disadvantaged. With a huge 
contact list and no red tape involved, Stan makes thing happen.

Kudos to our Bonita Bay neighbor.

If you are interested in helping please go to  
www.FriendsofFosterChildren.net
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Speakers Assembly of Southwest Florida
Networking followed by the presentation, lunch and Q&A. Hyatt 
Regency Coconut Point.
February 15 – 11am Regina Herzlinger - Professor, Harvard 
Business School “Godmother” of Consumer-Driven Healthcare 
march 1 – 11am Robert A. Levy - Chairman, CATO Institute
For more information, please call (239) 948-7909 or visit  
www.speakersassembly.com.

Bonita Springs Historical Society 
February 15, 7:00pm, Bonita springs lions club 
Woody Hansen has preserved the family’s collection of stories 
and photos that resulted from this grandfather’s extraordinary 
relationship with the native people. The large photos in the lobby 
of the airport were taken by his grandfather, known as the “White 
Medicine Man.” For information call 239-992-6997. 
February 17 – Authentic Southern Fish Fry - 11:00-2:00pm, Liles 
Hotel on Old 41 $10.00 advance purchase - $12.00 day of the event. 
To purchase tickets call 239-992-6997.

Hearts of Hope Garden Party 
February 16 - 5pm – 8:30pm – hyatt Regency coconut point 
11th annual fundraising event features a silent auction, raw bar, 
cocktails and live entertainment. Proceeds from the event benefit 
Joanne’s House at Hope Hospice, Bonita Springs’ inpatient hospice-
care facility. For more information, visit www.HopeHCS.org/Hearts, 
or call Heather Chester at 239-489-9164.

Tour Players Tennis Classic Benefitting Barbara’s Friends 
February 22 – 6pm - 9:00pm - Champions Team Match featuring 
Tour Professionals including dinner and two drinks and silent 
auction. $85 per person.
February 23 – 19 Tour Professionals will spend the day playing in 
ProAms ($400), Clinics ($150) and the Kid’s Cup Challenge and 
lunch ($75). 
February 23 – “Under the Stars Gala” - 6pm cocktails - 7:30pm 
dinner - followed by live auction at Bonita Bay Club. Tables of 10 are 
available, and jackets and reservations are required. $250 per person. 
For tennis match tickets and Gala reservations, call 239-343-6950 or at 
the website www.TourPlayersTennisClassic.com.

2nd Annual Pancreatic Cancer Walk
February 23 – 8am check-in; 9am walk - Lakes Regional Park, Fort 
Myers
$50 ahead; $60 day of walk. Proceeds benefit Lustgarten Foundation; 
100% of funds go toward pancreatic cancer research.
For more information, write TommyeFleming@aol.com.

17th Annual Susan G. Komen Event
February 25 – Luncheon, Bridge and Mah Jongg at Bonita Bay Club 
February 26 – Ladies Golf Tournament, Cocktail Party and Silent 
Auction
march 1 – 5K Walk 
(Editors Note: For Detailed Information See Page 56.)

Third Annual Antique & Exotic Car Show
march 3 – 1:00 pm until 4:00 pm at Riverwalk park 
All types of cars, trucks and motorcycles are welcomed including 
antiques, exotics and specialties both domestic and foreign. There 
will not be any judging at this event just the enjoyment of showing 
your prized possession. If you are interested in entering the upcoming 
show, please contact Don Cerullo at 992-6940(email: dlcerullo@aol.
com) or Bob Sherry at 947-6881 (email: rpsherry@aol.com). Rain 
date is March 17th. 

COMMUNITy CALENDAR
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ExploRE BoNitA spRiNgs! 
Explore Useppa Island! Explore…
explore…explore!

My family and I would like to 
commend the Bonita Springs 
Historical Society for organizing the 
recent trip to Useppa Island. Most of 
you reading this have likely heard of 
Useppa Island and many of you have 
perhaps visited this hidden gem of an 
island—right here in Lee County!

Useppa Island is located at the northern end of Pine Island 
Sound—and is about as far north as you can travel and still be in 
Lee County. This picturesque island offers peace and tranquility 
you can only imagine from a postcard. The pristine untouched 
beaches, lush tropical landscape and wildlife at your feet makes 
you feel like you’ve traveled to a distant exotic place. I guess 
that is why the island is private. You can only access it by boat or 
private tour. Pack your lunch or dine at the old hotel. We have 
visited the island twice now, and would strongly recommend 
that you treat yourself, your family and friends to this historical 
paradise island. The first time we visited the island we traveled 
from Captiva Island on the Captiva Cruise Line; and the second 
trip—organized by the Bonita Springs Historical Society—we 
traveled from Pine Island to the Jug Creek Marina.

You fellow history buffs will be delighted to know that there 
was an archeological dig taking place during our recent visit. 
Pottery, primitive tools, bones and shells from as far as back as 
8,000 BC from the Paleo-Indians were discovered less than 10 
feet below the surface. Through the centuries, other inhabitants 
included the Calusa Indians, Muspa Indians, and Jose Caldez 
of Cuba employed 60 people in the 1830’s and ran a fishing 
business—or rancho—from the island.

John Roach, a businessman from Chicago built a hotel on 
Useppa Island in 1896. Barron Collier bought the island in 
1911—developed the resort and added a 9-hole golf course and 
tennis—and made the island his official residence until his death 
in 1939. In 1960, Useppa also served as a CIA training ground 
for Cuban exiles preparing for the Bay of Pigs Invasion. No 
cars are allowed on the island—nor are private boats permitted 
without making arrangements in advance. For boaters, Useppa’s 
coordinates are:
26 degrees 39’ 41’N
82 degrees 12’ 46’W

City Views

continued on page 32

By Peter Simmons, Riverwalk 
Bonita Springs City Council, District 4

Peter Simmons
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The Flight of an Errant Golf Ball
thERE’s A gRoUp of Bonita Bay golfers who haven’t bought 
golf balls for years. It’s not that they’re superb golfers; it’s because 
they live on a golf course and each year, people hit thousands of 
golf balls into their backyards.

They also hit balls into their pool screens, roofs, windows and 
whatever. Howard Edler lives just to the right of the 3rd green on 
Marsh: “I’ll find 75 to a 100 balls in an average 
year.” He said, “Most of them land in my yard 
and some hit the pool screen. But because of 
my location, it’s probably the guy’s second or 
third shot or whatever number. And it’s got to 
be a pretty lousy shot to reach my yard.”

Ollie Kirrane lives across the street from Edler 
in the Enclave neighborhood. One day, a tee 
shot came over the house across the street 
from Kirrane, hit the pavement and slammed 
into a light fixture in his backyard. “It had to 
be 75 to a 100 yards off the boundary of the 
course,” he said. “It certainly went a long way 
but it went the wrong way.”

Jerry Sullivan owns a home along the fairway 
of the 9th hole of Creekside. The hole is a 
dogleg left but many golfers hit tee shots that 
“dogleg” right and land in Sullivan’s back 
yard, trees, bushes. “I recently found three 
dozen balls on the roof over my lanai. And 
I found one that had to have flown over the 
house, hit the downside of the front roof and I 
found it next to the street.”

Mike Weiler, Director of Golf, said the pro 
shop only gets a handful of calls each year 
from people complaining about golf balls 
that break a window or a screen. In fact, two 
of those complaints involved some of the pro 
shop staff who promptly paid for the repairs.

While most miss-hit shots don’t do much 
damage, Mike Hanson, who lived in Sanctuary 
along the 15th fairway of Bay Island, said he’d 
find a good half-dozen balls a year on his pool 
cage. “The ones that hurt,” he said, “are the 
ones that land on your roof and crack a roof 
tile. That, you have to repair.”

There was one unfortunate and rather 
unbelievable incident about a dozen years 
ago. A foursome was playing Bay Island and 
on the 7th tee, a golfer hit a high floating hook 
that sailed many yards left over the trees. The 
foursome prayed they wouldn’t hear the ball 
smash into a windshield and there was no noise.

So they continued playing and on the 10th 
hole, a golf cart came their way. It was one 
of the golf pros. He asked if anyone had hit a 
tee shot on #7 that went way left. The golfer 
who hit the shot said he had. What happened 
was unfortunate; a couple was bicycling down 

Bonita Bay Boulevard by the Vistas and the golf ball hit the women 
in the head (she wasn’t wearing a helmet) and she was stunned. She 
fell off the bike and had numerous bruises and cuts but was not 
seriously injured.

So next time you nail that tee shot into the boonies, pray it just 
lands safely in someone’s yard. And no place else.

By Dick Connelly, Woodlake
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Restaurant Review - Breaking Bread with Judy
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CLOSED DATE SELLING PRICE NEIGHBORHOOD FULL ADDRESS AREA BEDS BATHS
1/14/13 $750,000 Estancia 4801 Bonita Bay Blvd, #2201 2711 3 Bed 3
1/14/13 $206,250 Sandpiper 4100 Lake Forest Dr, #114 1708 3 Bed 2
1/11/13 $842,000 Siena 26330 Siena Dr 2578 3+Den 3
1/11/13 $270,000 Wedgewood 26900 Wedgewood Dr, #203 1713 3 Bed 2
1/8/13 $318,000 Harbor Landing 4411 Riverwatch Dr, #201 1960 3 Bed 2
1/4/13 $545,000 The Hamptons 26951 Wyndhurst Ct, #202 2603 3+Den 3
1/2/13 $185,000 Wild Pines 3651 Wild Pines Dr 1268 2 Bed 2
12/31/12 $670,000 Sanctuary 4201 Sanctuary Way 3750 3+Den 3.5
12/28/12 $845,000 Estancia 4801 Bonita Bay Blvd, #902 2867 3+Den 3

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS

THE ROADHOUSE CAFE
doN’t lEt thE NAmE of this restaurant deter you from 
dining there. The Roadhouse Café is clearly not a country-western 
tavern. Even though this bistro is hidden in a Fort Myers strip mall, 
as soon as you enter, the atmosphere of this upscale supper club 
becomes evident. The venue is comprised of a handsome wooden 
bar, a dance floor and band area where various jazz musicians 
perform every evening while patrons dance throughout dinner. The 
romantic, softly lit dining area encompasses the main section.

The extensive appetizer menu features several fresh seafood dishes 
such as crab cakes with mango salsa and mussels marinara. My 
selection, the appetizer special of the evening, consisted of three 
large grilled scallops attractively presented with a unique sauce 
made of butter, capers and melted white chocolate! What an 
interesting and delectable blend of flavors! Another great appetizer 
option is the lobster bisque ($6.95). It contains abundant lobster 
meat and is accented with fresh nutmeg--outstanding!

The roasted beet salad is also a superb first course. The chef 
combines beets with goat cheese, walnuts and chilled asparagus 
drizzled with a balsamic reduction.

After thoroughly enjoying our first courses, we intermittently 
danced throughout the night to music performed by the evening’s 

jazz quartet. The pleasant waitress never rushed the dinner service 
while replacing all fresh silverware after each course. This was a 
delightful perk. Fresh salmon was her seafood entrée preference. 
The chef baked this filet and topped it with caramelized onions, 
vine-ripened tomatoes, fresh basil and accented with a parmesan 
cheese topping. The fish was accompanied by sautéed spinach 
and garlic mashed potatoes ($23.95) . Two of my dinner partners 
raved about this dish, so I tasted the fish and agreed how fresh 
and savory the ingredients were.

That evening, I opted for a meat dish because the menu description 
intrigued me. The grilled double-cut pork chop WAS stuffed with 
prosciutto, spinach, roasted red peppers and mozzarella cheese, 
then topped with a port wine sauce. This was served with garlic 
mashed potatoes and fresh asparagus ($23.95). What an outstanding 
hearty dinner for a hungry gentleman!

Having dined at the Roadhouse Café previously, another friend 
selected his favorite meal there—a grilled 14 oz. New York strip steak, 
also served with asparagus and garlic mashed potatoes ($32.95). 
The tender beef was prepared exactly as ordered. He thoroughly 
enjoyed this steak again and claimed it to be one of the finest ever. 
Each portion of food that we selected was extremely generous. We 
certainly left satisfied.

The Roadhouse Café offers a complete cocktail menu in addition to 
an extensive wine list.

Finally, while sipping coffee, our party of four unanimously decided 
to share the evening’s dessert special—a huge portion of layered 
carrot cake with cream cheese frosting. The beautiful presentation 
and luscious taste made this an irresistible combination.

This restaurant provides a unique encounter for southwest 
Floridians—a lovely setting to enjoy excellent cuisine enhanced with 
live jazz entertainment---definitely worth the drive to Fort Myers. 
And a great place to dine before a performance at the Barbara B. 
Mann Performing Arts Hall.

The Roadhouse Cafe
15660 San Carlos Blvd.
Fort Myers
239.415.4375

By Judy Mazukelli, Bayview II
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did YoU NoticE the top travel destinations for 2013 according 
to CNN? They are: Corsica, France; Liverpool, England; Istanbul, 
Turkey; Reykjavik, Iceland; Innsbruck, Austria; Crete, Greece; Helsinki, 
Finland; Belfast, Northern Ireland; Amsterdam, Netherlands and Berlin, 
Germany. Wow, all in Europe! 

Have you been to any of these destinations or are they on your “bucket” 
or “must see” list? Cruises that include Reykjavik are almost sold out 
for this summer already. If you haven’t been there, it is a fantastic 
destination with varied topography, a modern city and lots of outdoor 
activities for all seasons and every sport you can imagine. Beautiful hand 
knitted sweaters and other handicrafts are widely available.

Nature vacations, river cruises, fitness vacations and family multi-
generational travel are also on the top seller list for 2013. Nature 
vacations include: Galapagos for wildlife; Costa Rica for wildlife and 
nature activities like hiking, fishing, kayaking/canoeing, bird watching 
and more; African safaris again for the wildlife and the photo-safari 
experience be it camping or deluxe hotels; Antarctica for its wilderness 
experience, and so many more destinations offer various nature 
activities. Be sure to ask your agent for a choice featuring your desired 
level of activity.

What else is new for 2013? Travel is predicted to increase across the 
board – cruises, tours, car rentals, hotels, etc., all expect to see a nice 
increase this year. New ships are coming out for river and ocean cruises. 
Airfares are scheduled to increase as well as supplemental fees such as 
baggage, seat assignments, food and, who knows what else they will find 
to charge you for?!

Travel is supposed to be big this year. We’re hoping for a good year as 
well. Where are you planning to go? And how can we help you create a 
most successful journey to the destination of your dreams?

Pat Hazen, CTC 
Pelican Landing Travel 
239-948-1000 888-553-8687 toll free

The Seasoned Traveler 
TOP TRAVEL DESTINATIONS FOR 2013

Reykjavik, Iceland
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EVERYoNE dREAms of the next project, or the final 
project, to make their winter retreat just as they have always 
envisioned it. As you consider such an undertaking, the 
following are a few tips for a successful project and warnings of 
the pitfalls of doing so without the proper knowledge of Florida 
lien and construction law. 

The first rule is always to hire a licensed contractor. Don’t be 
afraid to ask for a copy of their state and local licenses along with 
a certificate of insurance which certifies that they have liability 
insurance and, just as importantly, workers compensation 
insurance. You should require a minimum of $1,000,000 each 
occurrence and $2,000,000 general aggregate coverage for 
liability and $500,000 for workers compensation insurance. 
Owners of companies can exempt themselves from workers 
compensation, but they must have it for their employees. 
If an employee gets hurt on your project, they can, and will, 
come after your homeowner’s policy for compensation if the 
contractor failed to have a workers compensation policy in 
effect. Before signing a contract with the contractor, make sure 
both you and the contractor agree in writing in your contract 
that only licensed and insured subcontractors will be working 
on your home. 

project initiation
As the project commences you should expect to receive “Notice 
to Owner” or NTO from the companies supplying labor and/
or materials to your project. The NTO will arrive through as 
certified mail, so you will have to sign for them. An NTO must 
be filed within 45 days of first supplying labor and/or materials 
to a project to be in effect. The NTO puts you on notice that if 
you pay the contractor for the project, or any part of it, and he 
fails to pay the subcontractor or supplier for their goods and/or 
services, the subcontractor and/or supplier can come after you 
for payment even though you have paid the contractor for said 
goods or services. 

throughout the project
As you make payments to the contractor, demand that they 
provide you with either partial or full lien waivers from those 
that have filed NTO’s depending on whether they are being 
paid in full or receiving a partial payment on their goods and/
or services delivered to the project. If a subcontractor and/or 

Considering A 
Construction Project? 
Read This First!

continued on page 42
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Question: What do you do to get rid of 
armadillos that are tearing up your lawn 
and flower beds?
Answer: Use coyote urine!

thAt’s WhAt JANEt AllisoN of Woodlake did 
because they were destroying her flower beds. “I went to 
a nursery and they told me how to get rid of the grubs that 
armadillos eat. They sold me a can of dried coyote urine, which 
I sprinkled around the beds, and it worked,” she said. But she 
said it was expensive: “It was $8 for a small can.” (The high cost 
probably relates to how does one collect coyote urine.)

Armadillos have been tearing up lawns in many Bonita Bay 
neighborhoods for some time and getting rid of them is not an 
easy task. David Barnes, also of Woodlake, hired a trapper who 
caught 18 armadillos over a six-month period. And getting rid 
of them cost him $60 each!

The little critters are mammals and are from the ant eater family. 
They have bony plates, are about the size of a loaf of bread and 
sleep up to 16 hours a day. They live in 10-foot deep holes and 
come out only at night. Their name means “little armored one.”

Chris Harlow of Wildlife Removal Services in Cape Coral said 
armadillos eat grubs, worms, beetles. “The best way to catch 
them is to set up a trap near where they’re foraging and they’ll 
wander into the trap. You don’t even need to bait the trap.”

But it’s expensive. Harlow says the trapper service will charge 
$115 to set up the traps and then it’s $60 per armadillo that’s 
caught. And armadillos breed rapidly: the average female 
has four litters a year and each litter could number six  
baby armadillos.

One resident plagued by the critters decided that, after paying 
a trapper $800 over a few months, that she couldn’t keep 

Battling Armadillos

continued on page 42

By Dick Connelly, Woodlake
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THE LUMMIS TEAM
Your Bonita BaY residents, Golf MeMBers & real estate specialists

Marina Pointe

27741 Marina Pt. Dr.

$3,795,000 
26045 Fawnwood Ct.

$3,390,000

27564 Riverbank Dr • $675,000

anCHoraGe

aZUre

Azure #CH204  • $995,000

SPrinG ridGe

26121 Mandevilla Dr. • $2,450,000

SPrinG ridGe

26911 Wyndhurst Ct #201 • $609,000 

tHe HaMPtonS

26001 Hammock Isle #202•$555,000

HaMMoCk iSle

26470 Rookery Lake Dr. • $1,699,000

rookery lake

26330 Augusta Creek Ct. • $1,250,000 

aUGUSta Creek

Experience • Integrity • Communication • Service • Dedication • Proven Track Record

TheLummisTeam.com    •    RoyalShellSales.com    •    26811 S. Tamiami Trail Bonita Springs, Florida 34134

Connie Cell: 239-289-3543 • Connielummis@gmail.comMax Cell: 239-289-3541 • Maxlummis@gmail.com

Estancia #2302  • $990,000

eStanCia

Horizon #304 • $1,399,000  

HoriZonS

PENDING
oak knoll

27371 Oak Knoll

$2,330,000
26040 Fawnwood Ct

$2,375,000 

Estancia #304 • $760,000

eStanCia

3284 Montara Dr • $485,000

Montara

SEllING AGENt 
SPrinG ridGe

Mira laGo

26201 Mira Way  • $1,375,000

27113 Oakwood Lake Dr • $229,000 27103 Oakwood Lake Dr • $209,000

oakwood VillaS

PENDING
oakwood VillaS
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SPrinG ridGe

26911 Wyndhurst Ct #201 • $609,000 

tHe HaMPtonS

26001 Hammock Isle #202•$555,000

HaMMoCk iSle

26470 Rookery Lake Dr. • $1,699,000

rookery lake

26330 Augusta Creek Ct. • $1,250,000 

aUGUSta Creek
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Experience • Integrity • Communication • Service • Dedication • Proven Track Record

TheLummisTeam.com    •    RoyalShellSales.com    •    26811 S. Tamiami Trail Bonita Springs, Florida 34134

Connie Cell: 239-289-3543 • Connielummis@gmail.comMax Cell: 239-289-3541 • Maxlummis@gmail.com

Estancia #2302  • $990,000

eStanCia

Horizon #304 • $1,399,000  

HoriZonS

PENDING
oak knoll

27371 Oak Knoll

$2,330,000
26040 Fawnwood Ct

$2,375,000 

Estancia #304 • $760,000

eStanCia

3284 Montara Dr • $485,000

Montara

SEllING AGENt 
SPrinG ridGe

Mira laGo

26201 Mira Way  • $1,375,000

27113 Oakwood Lake Dr • $229,000 27103 Oakwood Lake Dr • $209,000

oakwood VillaS

PENDING
oakwood VillaS
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BoRN iN 1910, my father was Jack Grout, the legendary golf 
professional who will be remembered as the man who took the 
young Jack Nicklaus under his wing and helped him become golf’s 
greatest champion. This all began in 1950 at fabled Scioto Country 
Club in Columbus, OH.

Though dad forged a solid career as a pioneering tour pro in the 
first half of the 20th Century, his legacy in golf is that as a club 
professional and golf teacher of not only the mighty Golden Bear, 
but also Raymond Floyd, David Graham, Lanny Wadkins, Olin 
Browne and other champions. 

Dad was a friendly 
man with a truly great 
sense of humor. At 
the same time, he was 
very serious about 
golf and the golf 
business. I remember 
him putting in long 
hours day after day at 
the club. As a father, 
he was both loving 
and caring. However, 
if I wanted to spend 
any real time with 
him, it had to be 
at the golf course 
and usually on the 
practice tee. 

My father was a 
man of few words. 
He didn’t offer a lot 
of advice but, if you 
asked him, he would 
give you everything 
he had. Dad loved 
to teach golf and 
I’m certain he never 
turned down a single request for help. I would ask for a golf lesson 
and he would simply say, “Let’s go, Jeek.” That is what he called 
me, “Jeek.” Dad was a real character. He had his own language and 
gave practically everyone a nickname. My sister Ronnie Christman 
who now lives in Riviera was either “Rockie” or “Rookus.” My 
brother Dick was “Dickie Bird.” Youngest sister Debbie was 
“Dobsie.” Our dear mother Bonnie was “Heartsy.” 

Growing up in the Columbus suburb of Upper Arlington was a 
beautiful and safe place to be. Scioto C.C. was an extraordinary 
club and because of dad’s position, our family was afforded all the 
privileges of membership. Every summer, on Friday mornings in 
June, Dad would teach the junior golf classes. The kids would come 
out of the rafters and line up on the driving range. The group would 
start out with 30 or more, but after 3 or 4 weeks, there would be 

only about six of us remaining. Most would have reatreated to the 
club’s swimming pool. Those of us who did stick it out were given 
the special gift of dad’s clear and concise instructions about a game 
that he so dearly loved.

I began taking golf lessons at age 10. By then, Jack Nicklaus had 
been playing for five years and was already making his mark 
around Columbus. Dad spent many hours with him on the practice 
tee. I remember one summer evening at the dinner table when Dad 
suddenly jumped up and hurried out the door. He told mom that he 
had forgotten and left Jack on the driving range. Dad had instructed 

his young charge to 
keep practicing until 
he returned. When 
Dad arrived at the 
driving range Jack 
was still out there 
pounding range balls. 
Wow!

During the school 
year, Dad would 
drive us to school. It 
seems that he would 
always have a lesson 
or a song to teach us. 
He loved the 1948 
hit song, “A–You’re 
Adorable” by Perry 
Como and we would 
sing that tune at least 
twice a week. Dad 
would then head 
over to the post office 
to pick up all of the 
Scioto C.C. mail. I 
always loved to ride 
with him to the post 
office because there 
I would inspect the 

“Wanted” posters. Then, he’d have me open his mail while he 
drove to the club. 

Another special memory was in 1959 when Nicklaus won the U.S. 
Amateur Championship at the age of 19. I was at Scioto when 
the reports came in via telephone from someone at Broadmoor 
Golf Club in Colorado Springs; it may have been O.S.U. Coach 
Woody Hayes. I was standing on the lawn outside the Men’s Grille 
when we received word that Jack had defeated Charlie Coe in the 
final round. I can tell you that the place erupted, even the caddies 
outside were jumping up and down.

In 1973, Dad invited me to join him and “Charlie’s Gang” at The 
Masters. By then, Jack’s father Charlie had passed away (1970) but 
each year the gang would rent a beautiful home in Augusta for the 

Memories of My Father
By John Grout, Marina Isle

continued on page 36
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Curious Photographer
With Valentine’s Day approaching, what are the things that you admire 
most about your husband/wife?

Linda Wallace 
MONTARA

“My husband Jack is so 
thoughtful. I admire his 
integrity, and he is always 
romantic during special 
holidays!”

Henry 
Bauermeister
CREEKSIDE 

“My wife, Julianne, has been 
a great and loving partner 
for 53 years of marriage 
and we have two beautiful 
daughters and two great 
granddaughters.”

Janie Hackman
BAy VIEW 1

“What I admire most about 
my wonderful husband Marv 
are his intelligence, patience, 
work ethic, sense of humor 
and his love and devotion to 
me and our family through 
our 54 years of marriage.”

Scott Gutterson 
MAHOGANy RIDGE

“I admire my wife Debbie’s 
devotion to her family & 
friends along with her 
honesty and sincerity.”
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thE littlE commUNitY of small stucco-over-frame 
homes sits approximately 1 ½ miles from the gates of Bonita Bay. 
On many levels, the two communities are worlds apart, but the 
homeowners share a common bond. They know the value of 
hard work and the reward that comes from investing something 
of themselves in their own future and the future of others. They 
work side-by-side swinging hammers and pounding nails to build 
Habitat homes.

The work is required of Habitat homeowner candidates – 250 
“sweat equity” hours – but it is purely voluntary for the men and 
women of Bonita Bay who have faithfully supported Habitat for 
Humanity of Lee and Hendry Counties over the past 14 years. 

L.D. Foster is one of 
the original members 
of the Bonita Bay 
Nail Pounders, as 
they call themselves. 
Moreover, Foster has 
worked other sides 
of the coin as well – 
as a Neighborhood 
Captain he raises 
funds for the annual 
home sponsorship and 
was instrumental in 
developing this model 
for other communities 
to follow. Although 
not a carpenter by 
trade, L.D. is handy 
with tools. “Show me 
how to do it and I can 
do it right!” he says.

Most of the Nail 
Pounders have 
no professional 
background in 
construction. Some have brought skills to the work, and some 
have taken the skills they learned on the job and put them to 
work in their own homes. A volunteer in his 10th year, Ned 
Gaffney, figures he’s “done every job there is over the course 
of the years” and likes the way his experience has given him 
the confidence to tackle some of his own home improvement 
projects. But what he loves most about working with Habitat is 
“seeing the expressions on the faces” of the new homeowners 
as they receive the keys to their new Habitat home. He says the 
feeling of accomplishment never fails to move him.

Mike Kell is another eager learner. “I knew what a hammer was. I 
knew what a nail was,” he said, and the rest he learned from fellow 
workers and the Habitat construction superintendents. “I have 
met a lot of qualified people. In fact the Habitat people are over-
qualified and they know how to teach. This is a great experience.” 

Retired radiologist Mike Mullinex says that building a Habitat 
home is “fun, rewarding and good exercise!” He really enjoys this 

work and likes to see a project go from start to finish. That could 
be one reason why Mullinex logged more volunteer hours than 
any other Bonita Bay resident during the past fiscal year. His 143 
hours placed Mullinex in the organization’s “Top 20” volunteers 
who accumulated the most hours during fiscal year 2011-2012.

The Nail Pounders turned out in force for the recent wall-raising 
and Bonita Bay volunteer coordinator Cal Walker estimates 90% 
of them are residents who have returned year after year to work. 
But there was one new face on the build site – a young female 
face at that! Seventeen year-old Jennifer Cline is learning to 
build a Habitat house, an experience she says is “so rewarding –  
everyone should do this at least once!” 

Paul Spinka has done 
it more than once - he 
has years of experience 
volunteering as a 
handyman with 
different mission 
organizations. Like 
other Bonita Bay 
residents, donors and 
volunteers alike, the 
real reason behind 
his partnership with 
Habitat is to share 
his blessings, and 
his reward comes in 
the form of happy 
homeowners. Spinka 
illustrates his feelings 
with this story: “I 
was working on a 
house alongside a 
homeowner candidate, 
a single mother with 
two children. The 
woman’s mother 

brought the children to the house and upon looking around in awe, 
the older one said, ‘That’s going to be my room, all by myself?’ For 
me, that was payday.”

Work continues on the home at 26680 Arrow Ct. on Wednesday –  
Saturday of each week for several months. To join in the fun, 
call Cal Walker at (239) 272-2489 or email him at calandjudy@
mac.com.

The fundraising committee will launch its efforts in early February 
as Neighborhood Captains contact Bonita Bay residents for support 
with a letter-writing campaign and through sales of tickets for the 
annual drawing. For more information, contact John Felsenthal at 
(239) 498-3936 or at john@qualityhydraulics.com. 

Ginny Cooper
Habitat for Humanity

Bonita Bay Nail Pounders

Front row (L to R): Cal Walker, Sandy Usher, Chuck Pytlarz, L.D. Foster, Ned 
Gaffney. Back row (L to R): Mark Schafer, Mike Mullinex, Paul Spinka, Mike Kell, 
Paul Bessuille, Jennifer Cline, Eileen Cline, Mike Weber
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WithoUt A doUBt,  
the most common question 
asked of teaching pros on the 
lesson tee is: “How can I get  
my shots to be more 
consistent?” The answer is 
simple. Repeat the correct 
downswing and your impact 
position will follow naturally 
and improve consistency. 

Beginning of downswing:
Common sense author, Harvey Penick, in the Little Red Book, 
defined the beginning of the downswing as the “magic move.” 
He was correctly implying that the start of the downswing is 
important and that there seems to be some mystery about it. 
As complicated as it may seem, good fundamentals, for a right 
hander, can be set up by simply allowing the left arm (and 
subsequently, the right arm) to fall down the front of the body 
at the beginning of the downswing. 

mid-downswing:
With the left arm successfully draped across the front of your 
chest, you will have set up two critical downswing fundamentals;

#1 – the grip end of the shaft barrel is beginning to align with 
the ball with the clubhead cocked behind the hands.

#2 – the body has changed from a right hip socket pivot to a left 
hip socket pivot point

At this point, you are ready to accelerate the clubhead. Your 
head being held behind the ball offers resistance necessary to 
aggressively pivot on the left hip socket. Movement will radiate 
from the left hip, down the left leg and up to the left shoulder. 
The turning of the chest to the left moves the left arm toward 
the impact zone with the clubhead trailing.

impact:
I ask you, with the lead-in that I have given, what are the next 
fundamentals to get you to impact at the back of the ball? 
The answer is “nothing.” You have to trust your eye-hand 
coordination to take care of the rest. High speed photography 
has clocked the club contact with the ball at 1.5 thousandths of 
a second. Things are happening too fast for us to employ any 
other fundamentals.

observations at impact: 
#1 – An imaginary line through both hip sockets would 
be approximately 45 degrees left of the target line – a very 
common misconception is that the hips are parallel to the line 
of play; that is wrong.

#2 – the right knee is bent in and the right heel is beginning to 
lift off the ground. This is NOT the result of pushing but rather 
the result of pulling from the left side.

#3 – A slight arch of the body to the right. This will allow 
room for the full length of the left arm and the club shaft as 
the clubhead races to align with the arm and impact the ball.

conclusion:
Execute the downswing correctly each time and the consistency 
of your shots will improve dramatically.

Jeff Heilman 
PGA Teaching Professional 
Bonita Bay Club 

Please go to www.BayWatchNews.com for a video lesson by Jeff. 
Video is sponsored by Carol Wood and Claire McMahon Team -  
Bonita Bay Residents - John R. Wood, Realtors 822-3709 or  
405-2794.

Golf Instruction DOWNSWING TO IMPACT

Jeff Heilman

The Bonita Springs Historical Society, www.
bonitaspringshistoricalsociety.org, was formed in 1984 with 
a stated mission to preserve the “unique heritage of the 
area” and to “build enthusiasm about Bonita Springs, and to 
share historical knowledge with the community.” They also 
participate in historical preservation for the county and our 
community.

I encourage you to explore Useppa Island and become a 
fellow member of the Bonita Springs Historical Society. 
Every Wednesday they offer historical lectures twice a day 
through the end of April. For those of you who would like 
to begin your historical adventure closer—much closer—to 
home, I would highly recommend that you visit the Estero 
Bay Park in Bonita Bay and learn about the vast history right 
here in our neighborhood community—from the Calusa 
Indians - to the tidal “middens” (which will give you anglers 
a whole new appreciation for fishing)—to walking on the old 
original “Naples Pier” right here in Bonita Springs… Explore 
Bonita Springs and Explore Useppa Island… ENJOY!

City Views continued from page 18
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tEst YoURsElF in applying the proper penalty under the following 
situations in a stroke play event. Remember, under the rules of golf, 
penalties can be different for stroke and match play. In March, we will 
consider penalty situations related to match play.

Answers: 1. one; play ball where it lies 2. two 3. None 4. one; replace ball to original position 5. None 6. two 7. None 8. two 9. None 10. None; as long as no 
undue delay 11. two 12. two 13. one; ball is replaced 14. two 15. None 16. None 17. None 18. two 19. one; play the ball where it lies 20. None; as long as no 
undue delay

Playing By the Rules By Eric DeFrain, Montara 
Certified Rules Official for the  
Florida State Golf Association

stroke play penalty    

one stroke      two strokes       None

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

[     ]                [     ]                 [     ]

1. You double hit a chip shot.

2. After taking relief from a concrete cart path (an obstruction), you  
hit the concrete path with the follow through of your swing.

3. You mark your competitor’s ball on the putting green  
without approval.

4. You step on your ball while searching for it in a lateral hazard 
(marked by red stakes).

5. While considering options for playing a shot from a bunker, you  
lay your extra clubs in the bunker.

6. You remove sand which is on your line of play from the fringe of 
the putting green.

7. While a competitor’s putt is in motion, you move the flagstick  
lying on the ground.

8. After a shot is made, you move a rake laying on the ground 
concerned it might deflect the shot.

9. After authorizing someone else to mark your ball on the green,  
you replace it and proceed with your putt.

10. During the play of a round, you take a practice putt on a practice 
putting green (i.e. between holes four and five of Marsh).

11. You replay or practice a bunker shot from the hole just completed.

12. After reaching the green, you decide to change balls for purposes  
of putting.

13. While in the process of marking your ball on the green, you drop 
the putter and move the ball.

14. Upon stepping into a bunker to play your shot, you accidently kick 
a leaf into the bunker and then remove it before your shot.

15. In the process of taking a penalty drop from a lateral water hazard, 
you do not place a tee or other small mark on the ground to 
confirm the required two-club drop requirement.

16. You proceed to take a drop from a cart path (obstruction) without 
first advising a playing competitor.

17. You elect to hit your shot before a playing competitor who is farther 
away from the hole.

18. After playing the first hole, you discover 15 clubs in your bag - 
someone on the range inadvertently put their club in your bag.

19. Your shot ricochets off a tree and hits the cart in which you  
are riding.

20. Prior to hitting your shot, you pull out a golf technique book to 
determine how best to execute the shot.
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week. This was an entirely new experience for me, seeing my father 
in action with his pals, away from home. Dad took his seat at the 
head of the large dinner table each evening as if holding court. What 
a great week it turned out to be!

Compared to a phenom like Jack Nicklaus, my golf game was a 
little slow to develop. However, I did win my first tournament at 
the age of 14. As I remember, it was a local Columbus District Golf 
Association event. While in my 20’s and 30’s, I played my best golf 
and I was able to get my handicap down to a 2. My brother Dick, 
who is a few years younger, was the real deal. He eventually became 
a club professional and touring pro capable enough to make it into 
the 1979 U.S. Open at Inverness Club in Toledo. My sisters dabbled 
in the game and enjoyed it but they never pursued it seriously.

Among the four of us kids, it was Dick who worked the hardest at 
improving his golf game. He and dad spent endless hours at the club 
practicing, playing and talking golf. It was during these times that 
a lifetime of dad’s stories was passed on to Dick. Now, my brother 
is proud to share many of those tales in his new book titled “Jack 
Grout: A Legacy in Golf.” And, I’m proud to say that the book has 
met with excellent reviews on Amazon. In fact, it’s already in its 
second press run. 

Our dad would not have felt that a book about him was merited. 
He did not self-promote in the ways that are now common, or even 
casually mention his professional accomplishments. It’s for these 
reasons that getting this book published has been so rewarding for 
our family.

My brother’s extensive research led him to wonderful anecdotes 
about big-name golfers of dad’s day such as Walter Hagen, Gene 
Sarazen, Ben Hogan, Sam Snead and Byron Nelson, and about 
excellent but lesser-known players such as Henry Picard, Ky 
Laffoon, Martin Pose and Rod Munday. And, of course, he learned 
much more about dad’s work with his prized pupils Jack Nicklaus 
and Raymond Floyd, and with many other leading tour pros. 

Like these wonderful players, my dad lived a remarkable life on the 
golf course and off. He competed with and succeeded against some 
of the world’s most talented players. I guess that it’s fitting that my 
brother Dick now has shared the full story of our beloved father’s 
journey from his scrappy existence in Oklahoma City, through the 
vast American Southwest and on to his serendipitous meeting with 
the young Jack Nicklaus, and their march into golf’s history books.

Memories of My Father continued from page 28

The Dentist Chair continued from page 13

brushing, then rinse well several times. Flossing should follow each 
brushing. Take your time and do it right. Glide the floss between 
and along each tooth down to the gum line. Don’t cut the gum, 
merely try to massage it and remove debris. Another tool I like 
is the new water-picks. These devices on a medium pressure (not 
hard) work extremely well. If you have never used Stim-u-dents 
(small wooden implements, like toothpicks) they work well, too. 
Personally, I use them all the time. Be sure to follow the directions. 

If you have missed the early signs of periodontal disease, here are 
some signs that are in the later stages and these are more serious: 
bleeding that is very obvious; teeth that appear loose and are starting 
to hurt when you chew; dry mouth; dark colored tissue around the 
teeth; terrible taste in your mouth or bad breath all the time. Given 
the presence of any of these indicators, this is a time to become 
very aggressive and get to a dentist immediately to try to save what 
teeth you can. This is not the time to procrastinate or delay, because 
this is when your teeth are actually in peril. At this stage, a trained 
periodontist must be consulted. Your regular dentist is seldom 
equipped well enough nor does he have the staff to treat this stage of 
the disease. Do what you can to save what you can. There is nothing 
better then your own teeth. Not even implants provide the comfort 
and benefits of your natural teeth. 

You may ask yourself, “How did I get here?” The simple answer is that 
you ignored the signs. Remember—bleeding, swelling, bad breath, 
bad taste, color of tissue, and tooth mobility. Be a good detective in 
your own mouth as you should be with your whole body.
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2013 Estate Tax – The New Rules
dURiNg thE 2012 YEAR and especially from October 
through the midnight hour of December 31st, a significant 
amount of gift tax planning occurred throughout the nation 
to hedge the potential effects if the gift/estate tax exemption 
was drastically reduced in 2013 to $1 million from its recently 
enacted $5 million plus level. As I worked around the clock 
during those last few months, I was counseling clients who, as 
a group, gifted over $150 million in assets, mostly in protected 
irrevocable trusts to the next generations.

However, at the end of the fiscal cliff, there was no “Grand 
Bargain,” only a “Grand Battle” that left both sides with 
injuries and the American people with a black eye. Politicians 
on both sides will now spin the results through the 2014 and 
2016 elections.

As it relates to estate, gift and generation-skipping transfer taxes 
(GST), we have the first set of permanent rules in 12 years. Now 
we can move forward and plan with significant certainty.

The gift, estate and GST exemptions remain unified each 
at $5 million, indexed for inflation. In 2012, the indexed 

inflation exemption was $5.12 million and now for the 2013 
year, the indexed inflation exemption is $5.25 million. Prior 
to 2010, the exemptions were at different levels. Keeping the 
three exemptions unified provides additional clarity for estate 
planning purposes.

In 2011 a new concept called “portability” was enacted. If 
the first spouse to die does not use all of their gift/estate tax 
exemptions, then the surviving spouse can utilize any unused 
amount, plus their own gift/estate tax exemptions. While 
the new 2013 rules make “portability” permanent, there are 
many significant reasons not to rely on “portability” as your 
affirmative estate planning option. However, it is good to have 
“portability” available as a default, if proper advanced estate 
planning is not completed.

The Obama position was to cap the gift, estate and GST tax 
rates at 45%, compared to the 2012 rate of 35%. The new tax 
rate for 2013 is now fixed at 40%.

Please note that many states have their own estate or inheritance 
tax with some tax rates as high as 16%. Though Florida 

continued on page 62
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By Charlie Cavaliere, Montana

Horsing Around in Bonita Springs

WhY do so many people love horses and horseback riding? From 
school children to seniors, people of all ages enjoy riding. They like 
the freedom of sitting high in the saddle, the challenges of learning 
how to work with such a large, powerful animal and the sense of 
accomplishment that comes from perfecting different gaits. Whether 
you are an accomplished rider or a beginner, horseback riding is an 
exciting, challenging and rewarding sport.

In September 2012, co-owners, John Glenn (Owner/Manager) and 
Ralea Casperson (Owner/Trainer), opened the doors of the Gulf 
Shore Equestrian Center, a full service training and equestrian facility 
located at 12051 Suncrest Lane in Bonita Springs.

The Riding Academy at Gulf Shore Equestrian Center is a structured 
riding, teaching and information school for all ages and levels of 
riders. It teaches all aspects of caring for and understanding horses 
beyond just being in the saddle including everything from nutrition 
to grooming, and from basic veterinary care to riding.

The twenty-two acre Equestrian Center has sixteen 12 x 12 foot state 
of the art stalls with fans, automatic waterers and great ventilation; a 
round pen; twelve large grass paddocks for the comfort of the horses; 
a beautiful sand and grass dressage arena with new footing and angled 
walls for safety and comfort with outdoor lights. The Center also has 
access to miles of trails. The co-owners are currently in the process of 
making a grass jumping course and a cross-country course.

Casperson is the head trainer. She is well known for her ability to 
train all levels of riders as well as young horses, stallions and problem 
horses. She continuously trains with top Olympic caliber riders to 
pursue her own dreams of riding for the United States Team one day.

There are seventeen highly trained horses for dressage lessons, sale or 
lease, including Andalusian mares, Friesian horses, American quarter 
horses, an American Paint, and the resident stallion, Nero’s Knight 
Mystique. He is a 16.2 hands beautiful, baroque-style black stallion, 
powerfully muscled and agile, with an elegant gait and thick mane. Six 
horses are being trained for dressage for owners who have boarded 
them at the Center. “Our goal is to keep all the horses healthy and 
happy all the time,” said Glenn.

One of the Equestrian Center’s horses is Jill, the newest and youngest of 
the lesson horses. She is a 5-year-old, 17.1 hands mare. She is super-docile 
and is great for the larger rider or one who just wants a nice relaxing ride 
for the basic and beginner rider.

Diva is an 8-year-old, 15.3 hands Prix St. George- level mare who is 
disciplined in all of the required movements at the Prix St. George 
level of dressage. She is perfect for the more advanced rider who 
wants to develop proper riding techniques. Unless you are a dressage 
enthusiast, you’ve probably wondered what Prix St. George means. 
A horse described as a Prix St. George horse is trained to the level 
just below the Grand Prix level in the equestrian sport of dressage. 
The most advanced level of dressage is a Grand Prix horse who has 
Olympic potential.

One of the main lesson horses is Cotton, a 12-year-old mare that is 
very loving, forgiving and responsive. She has won many events in 
her life and has recently retired as a lesson horse and mom Croeket 
is the Center’s quarter horse, perfect for the beginner rider at any age 
or level.

continued on page 62

LESSONS
1 hour   $80.00 / $75.00 with own horse   
  boarding at the Center

45 minutes  $60.00 / $55.00 with own horse

30 minutes  $40.00 / $35.00 with own horse

One hour group lessons are also available for $40.00 or 
$35.00 with own horse

Boarding is available full-time or seasonal.

DRIVING DIRECTIONS 
To drive to the Center, proceed on East Terry Street past  
I-75 to Morton Avenue. 

Turn left on to Morton and then a left onto Suncrest Lane. 

To view the facility online go to  
www.gulfshoreequestrian.com. 

To speak to someone, call 239-601-0533.
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A Table Apart   
4295 Bonita Beach Rd. 
Bonita Springs 221-8540

Angelina’s Ristorante
24041 S. Tamiami Trl. 
Bonita Springs 390-3187

Baleen’s at La Playa
9891 Gulf Shore Dr. 
Naples  598-5707

Bay House Restaurant
799 Walkerbilt Rd.  
Naples  591-3837

Big Al’s Sports Grill
25101 Tamiami Trl. 
Bonita Springs 948-7444

Big Hickory Seafood Grille and Marina
26107 Hickory Blvd.
Bonita Springs 992-0991

Blue Water Bistro
Coconut Point 
Estero  949-2583

Bonefish Grill
26381 S. Tamiami Trl. 
Bonita Springs 390-9208

Bravo Cucina Italiana
9110 Strada Pl. 
Naples  514-0042

Bricktop’s
5555 Tamiami Trl. N 
Naples  596-9112

Brio Tuscan Grille
5505 Tamiami Trl. N 
Naples  593-5319

British Open Pub
24630 S Tamiami Trl.
Bonita Springs 949-0302

Buffalo Chips Restaurant
26620 Old 41 Rd. 
Bonita Springs 947-1000

Cafe Figaro
13510 Tamiami Trail N.
Naples  594-2000 

California Pizza Kitchen
Coconut Point 
Estero  498-7667

Carrabba’s Italian Grill
27220 Bay Landing Dr. 
Bonita Springs 949-0981

Charlie Chiang’s
12200 Tamiami Trl. N 
Naples  593-6688

Chop’s City Grill
8200 Health Center Blvd. 
Bonita Springs 992-4677

Cirella’s Restaurant
25265 Chamber of Commerce Dr. 
Bonita Springs 948-3885

Coconut Jack’s Waterfront Grille
5370 Bonita Beach Rd. 
Bonita Springs 676-7777

Cote D’Azur
11224 Tamiami Trl. N
Naples  597-8867

Doc’s Beach House Restaurant
27908 Hickory Blvd.
Bonita Springs 992-6444

Dolly’s Produce Patch & Eatery 
9930 Bonita Beach Rd.
Bonita Springs      992-8939

Enrico’s Pizzeria
26831 S Tamiami Trl. 
Bonita Springs 949-2204

Fish House Restaurant
4665 Bonita Beach Rd.
Bonita Springs 495-5770

Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse & Wine
8985 Tamiami Trl. N 
Naples  598-2424
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Flippers on the Bay
8771 Estero Blvd.
Fort Myers Beach 765-1040

Hemingway’s Island Grill
Coconut Point
Estero  495-7240

Inca’s Kitchen
11985 Collier Blvd.
Naples  352-3200

La Fogata
3300 Bonita Beach Rd. SW
Bonita Springs 948-4488

La Fontanella
24600 S Tamiami Trl.
Bonita Springs 498-6808

Mel’s Diner
28601 Trails Edge Blvd.
Bonita Springs 949-3080

Molino’s Ristorante
26841 South Bay Dr.
Bonita Springs 992-7025

USS Nemo’s
3745 Tamiami Trl. N
Naples  261-6366

O Mei
14700 Tamiami Trl. N
Naples  254-8973

Pagelli’s Cucina
Coconut Point
Estero  498-0369

Pincher’s Crab Shack
28580 Bonita Crossings Blvd.
Bonita Springs 948-1313

Randy’s Fishmarket Restaurant
10395 Tamiami Trl. N 
Naples  593-5555

Rodes Fresh-n-Fancy
3756 Bonita Beach Rd. 
Bonita Springs 992-4040

Roy’s of Bonita Springs
26831 South Bay Dr.
Bonita Springs 498-7697

Royal Scoop
Vanderbilt Dr. & 8 St. 
Bonita Springs 992-2000

Ruth’s Chris Steak House
23151 Village Shops Way  
Estero  948-8888
 
Sam-Bucco Bistro
14700 Tamiami Trl. N 
Naples  592-6050

Seasons 52
8930 Tamiami Trl. N
Bonita Springs  594-8852

Sushi Tai Too
25301 S. Tamiami Trl. #2
Bonita Springs 992.5600

Skillet’s
9174 Bonita Beach Rd. 
Bonita Springs 992-9333

Survey Café
10530 Wilson St.
Bonita Springs 992-2233

Swan River Seafood Restaurant
3741 Tamiami Trl. N 
Naples  403-7000

Table 82
13800 Tamiami Trl.
Naples  431-6482

The Capital Grille
9005 Mercato Dr.
Naples  254-0640

Turtle Club Restaurant
9225 Gulf Shore Dr. 
Naples  592-6557

Watermark Grille
11280 N. Tamiami Trl.
Naples  596-1400
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Considering a Construction Project continued from page 24

supplier is not paid, they can record a claim of lien at any time 
during the progress of the work or thereafter, but not later than 
90 days after the final furnishing of labor, services, or materials 
by the subcontractor/lienor on your property.

When the project is complete
Once the project is complete, you should also demand that the 
contractor provide you with a “Contractors Final Affidavit” which 
is a sworn statement of final and full payment to all subcontractors 
and suppliers of labor and/or materials for your project.

A reputable contractor will have the procedures in place to monitor 
all NTO’s since the contractor will receive the same NTO’s and 
lien releases as the homeowner. It is the contractors’ responsibility 
to collect the proper lien release when a subcontractor is paid. 
Ask the contractor how they document receipt of the waivers 
throughout the project to guarantee that no one will have secured 
a lien against your property at its completion.

Mark Smith
Harwick Homes
Phone: (239) 498-0801
Email: msmith@harwickhomes.com
Web: www.HarwickHomes.com
(Editors Note: If you are uncomfortable or uncertain about the 
complexities of a contractors contract, contact your attorney for advice.)

Battling Armadillos continued from page 25

affording it so he told her to get her own trap. She did and 
has caught a dozen. When they’re in the cage, she takes it to 
a nearby lake, puts it under water for a while, then buries the 
dead armadillo in her backyard. She already has 8 graves in her 
yard … and counting.

The golf courses also have armadillo problems. Course 
Superintendent Paul Bradley said they spray to kill mole 
crickets, which the armadillo’s eat. But since the armadillos 
destroy the mole crickets as well as grubs, that affects the grass 
because the bugs destroy the grass roots. He said you can 
see signs of armadillo damage when you drive on Bay Island 
between holes #9 and #10.

One Bonita Bay neighborhood has been plagued by 
armadillos recently and their management company has 
asked Chris Harlow’s company to assess the damage and 
plan a counter attack.

So, if you catch an armadillo, can you eat it? Harlow says yes. 
“It looks like beef but tastes like pork,” he said. However, they 
have been known to carry leprosy germs so suggest you eat 
something else.
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BY this poiNt in early 2013, life in Bonita Bay is hustling and 
bustling. Season is in full swing; we are reacquainted with our golf, 
tennis and card game buddies. As for us, the real estate brokers, 
we’re excited to be coming off of a relatively active summer and fall.

But what to make of our home values and what does it mean for 
today and tomorrow? Newspaper headlines over the last year have 
said prices are up. But after digging a little deeper, such articles 
explain that while the median price is up, apples-to-apples prices of 
similar housing products have not increased over that same period 
of time.

In Bonita Bay specifically, it’s hard to conclude that prices are 
increasing at an appreciable rate. Let’s look at a few metrics. In 
The Hamptons, for instance, six first floor condos sold for an 
average price of $389,000 in 2011 followed by eight first floor 
sales at an average price of $393,000 in 2012. In Sandpiper, the 
price per square foot in closed sales inched downward with six 
sales in 2011 bringing $157/square foot and nine sales in 2012 at 
$155/square foot. On the other end of the housing spectrum, an 
analysis of large single family homes (4000 square feet or larger, 
built 1998 and later) reveals ten sales in 2011 at $371/square foot 
followed by nine sales in 2012 at $353/square foot. And while our 
high rise towers here in Bonita Bay have many variables in unit 
size, unit elevation, features and amenities, some buildings saw 
an average sales price increase, others saw an average sales price 

decrease. There were 19 sales in 2011 and 33 sales in 2012, but the 
average price of these sales increased less than one percent from 
2011 to 2012.

Such numbers should be taken with a grain of salt, but the market 
certainly seems healthier than in times past. As of this writing 
there are 201 properties for sale in Bonita Bay, while there were 
203 at this same point last year. Total Q4 closed sales were up 
more than ten percent from 2011 to 2012. But, as a recent Forbes 
article suggests, are these sales of luxury real estate “at elevated 
levels at the end of the year because of tax avoidance behavior”? 
Time will tell, but as of this writing there are 21 pending sales in 
Bonita Bay, down from 27 at this moment last year.

So are property values going up? The data doesn’t scream that 
they are. However, after the gloomy years behind us, we should 
enjoy what seems to be the stabilization of prices. It seems that 
some of the fear in the market is gone. And though we don’t have 
a crystal ball, as a Buyer you can be more 
confident than you have been at any time 
since 2006 as you make your next move.

Gary L. Jaarda, Jeff Jaarda & Becky Jaarda  
Premier Sotheby’s International Realty

Property Values
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this is A very common complaint in older male patients.  
Frequently urinating at night (nocturia) can have many different 
causes.  Furthermore, nocturia is a leading cause of sleep disturbance, 
affecting both sleep onset and maintenance. 

diagnosis 
Here, we will concentrate on BPH (benign prostatic hypertrophy) 
which is one of the most common causes of nocturia. The prostate 
is a gland surrounding the urethra (the tube which carries urine 
from the bladder out through the penis).  Approximately 8% of 
men aged 31-40 have BPH. In men over age 80, though, more 
than 80% have BPH. Other BPH symptoms include a weak 
urinary stream, leaking or dribbling urine, difficulty starting to 
urinate and sensation of incomplete emptying of the bladder.

Other possible causes of urinary symptoms similar to BPH include 
infection, diabetes, prostate cancer, stroke, inflammation of the 
prostate (prostatitis), neurological problems and bladder stones. 
When you consult your physician with this complaint, the doctor 
will also review your medications as certain antidepressants, 
diuretics, antihistamines and bronchodilators are often associated 
with lower urinary tract symptoms.

Diagnosis will consist of your doctor’s asking a series of question 
developed by the American Urological Association (AUA) or 

International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS). Your doctor will do 
a digital rectal exam to determine the size of the prostate and check 
for other signs of prostate cancer. A urinalysis to check for a bladder 
infection and blood tests including PSA, blood sugar and kidney 
function testing will also be done.  If you are referred to a urologist, 
additional testing may include urinary flow test, ultrasound of 
prostate, post void residual volume test, cystoscopy (a scope that 
looks inside urethra and bladder) and urodynamic studies.

treatment options 
Treatment will often be initiated by a primary care provider.  
Diagnostic indicators that suggest a more immediate urology 
referral would include: men younger than 45 years old, abnormal 
prostate exam, blood in the urine, men with incontinence, and 
men with more severe symptoms. Lifestyle changes may be the 
initial recommendation and may include limiting fluids in the 
evening, not drinking too much caffeine or alcohol, limiting use 
of decongestants and antihistamines. Be sure to tell your doctor 
if you are taking a diuretic. It is generally best to take a diuretic 
in the morning at the lowest effective dose. My patients often ask 
about herbal remedies. Herbal therapies for BPH are commonly 
used in Europe, mostly saw palmetto. No herbal therapies have 
been approved by the FDA for this purpose in the US.

Medical treatment can be divided into medications and 
surgical interventions. Alpha blockers (Flomax Rapaflo, 
and terazosin, for example) relax the bladder neck muscles,  
making it easier to urinate. Alpha reductase inhibitors 
(examples include Proscar and Avodart) shrink the prostate 
by preventing hormonal changes that cause growth of the 
prostate gland. These groups can be taken in combination-. 
Most recently, Cialis, which generally has been prescribed for 
erectile dysfunction, has shown clinical benefit, but it cannot 
be taken with alpha blockers or nitrates like nitroglycerine.

There are multiple surgical interventions that a urologist 
can discuss, including transurethral resection of the 
prostate (TURP), laser surgery, transurethral microwave 
thermotherapy, needle ablation and others.

The right treatment for you will depend on how much your 
symptoms bother you and how you feel about the different 
treatment options. If your symptoms are mild, you may not 
need any treatment. It is always important to remember that 
most treatments have a downside. Medicine can cause side 
effects and surgery usually has some risks.

Questions for Your doctor 
As a savvy patient, your questions to your doctor should 
include: how likely is it the treatment will help my 
symptoms; what are the risks and side effects of treatment; 
and, finally, what happens if I don’t have this treatment?

Joseph A. Stafford, MD
Physicians Regional Medical Group 
24231 Walden Center Drive, Suite 100
Bonita Springs, FL 34134
Office: (239) 348-4170

Ask Dr. Joe
I am a 70 year old male and have been experiencing frequent urination at night. 
Is this something I need to be concerned about?
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Movie  
Reviews
✰ ✰  Promised Land 
Matt Damon and John Krasinski (co-writers) and Frances 
McDormand star in this off-beat story about an energy company 
that leases land from farmers in order to extract gas. While it 
portrays the energy company as duplicitous, it isn’t completely 
one sided on the controversial fracking issue.

✰ ✰ ✰ ½  Zero Dark Thirty 
Former Academy Award winner (The Hurt Locker) Kathryn 
Bigelow directed this drama about the search for and killing of 
Osama Bin Laden. Violent torture scenes are juxtaposed with 
President Obama’s 60 Minutes interview denying that the United 
States resorts to those tactics. The movie focuses on the dogged 
determination of a female CIA operative known as Maya ( Jessica 
Chastain) who was largely responsible for the pursuit.

✰ ✰ ✰  Les Miserables 
Adaptation of the Victor Hugo book and long running Broadway 
Musical is very entertaining but not as satisfying as the live play. 
Hugh Jackman as Jean Valjean is excellent but the wonderful 
actor Russell Crowe acts a lot better than he sings. There is heavy 
publicity that the actors sang live instead of dubbing the songs; 
but the effect of this was minimal to me. The two songs – “I 
Dreamed a Dream” and “On My Own” continue to be stirring.

✰ ✰ ✰  Django Unchained 
Alfred Hitchcock was called the “Master of Suspense.” Quentin 
Tarantino is the “Master of Violence.” This director of Pulp 
Fiction, Kill Bill and Inglorious Basterds uses his formula of violence 
and parody once again. Here it is the injustice of slavery and he 
is able to poke fun at the slave owners just as he showed Nazis 
to be comical in Inglorious Basterds. Part cartoon, part Western, 
frequently over-the-top, this tale of retribution is interesting 
throughout. Solid performances by Jamie Foxx, Leonardo 
DeCaprio, Christoph Waltz and especially by Samuel L. Jackson. 
WARNING – the use of the “N” word is very much overdone.

✰ ✰ ½  Jack Reacher  
Based on Lee Child’s ninth novel “One Shot” in his fictional Jack 
Reacher series. The former U.S. Army Military Police member is 
portrayed by Tom Cruise. Reacher is 6’5” while Cruise is perhaps 
5’8”.  Even with that discrepancy, Cruise is still able to convey this 
character’s personality very well. Good escapist entertainment.  
If you like the books, you should find the movie enjoyable.

✰  This Is 40 
This is Judd Apatow’s updating of his funny but vulgar Knocked 
Up. It lacks the humor of the predecessor but certainly not the 
vulgarity.

Ratings are based on a five ✰ basis.
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Food and Wine Pairing 

Boeuf Bourguignon
3 lbs. chuck cut into 1 1/2 inch 
cubes

2 medium onions coarsely 
chopped

1 t chopped garlic

2 bay leaves

1 t thyme

3 t Worcestershire sauce 

1 bottle red Burgundy

salt and pepper

1 t sugar

1/3 cup cognac

1 onion roughly chopped

Water just to cover the meat after everything else is 
in the pot

Sauté meat in batches in a large flame proof casserole, remove 
each batch and set aside.

Sauté chopped onion in same pot and return meat to 
the pot.Add all of the above ingredients and simmer for  
1 ½ hours.

1 bag precut carrots

12 small potatoes

1 or 2 boxes sliced mushrooms

1 bottle small boiled onions 

Add the vegetables and continue to simmer for another  
1 ½ hours. 

Serve in soup bowls with nice crusty bread for dipping. Adjust 
flavoring, may need more wine, cognac, salt or pepper.

For a dinner party I would also serve - 

Appetizer: Chicken liver pâté with Triscuits and celery sticks

Salad Course: Butter lettuce, ripe pear and blue cheese slices with 
a simple dressing.

Dessert: Charlotte Russe with Kirsh

You can double the meat portion of the recipe and freeze it in bags 
for six or eight people. Add the vegetables when you reheat as 
follows: Microwave the onion, potatoes and carrots for 6 minutes, 
add to the meat that is warming up, add the mushrooms warm up 
for at least 1/2 hour to mix flavors, add the onions drained.

Submit a recipe that is published and receive a $50 dining gift certificate.

WiNtER is thE perfect time to try 
this classic French recipe submitted 
by Cynthia Slack. Boeuf Bourguignon, 
which translates to beef burgundy style, 
is a rustic peasant stew of beef, braised 
in red wine, usually with mushrooms and 
onions. Since the traditional wine served 
with this dish was French Burgundy and 
Cynthia’s recipe called for red Burgundy, 
New World Pinot Noir or French 
Burgundy are the obvious choices. These 
wines have a plummy, earthy, truffle like 
characteristic, especially when they have 
a little age on them, which complements 
savory stews.

I like the classic advice: drink the same 
wine (or, at least the same grape varietal) 
that is in the sauce. For this recipe, you 
actually want two bottles of red wine-- one 

to cook with and one to drink. Sounds like a party already! 
Good French Burgundy tends to be expensive, so unless you 
are printing 500 Euro bank notes on your home printer, I 
would use a less expensive wine for the sauce and a bigger 
more structured one to serve with the meal. Never buy 
“cooking wine” which is loaded with salt and undrinkable. 
Some good Pinot Noir choices for the sauce are Bouchard 
Aine & Fils Bourgogne, HobNob, Heron, Mirassou, or 
DeLoach. All are under $15. 

For Pinots to drink with the meal, try the Willamette Valley 
2011 Pinot Noir, the ‘09 Schug Carneros, the ‘09 Etude 
Carneros, the’09 Freestone by Joseph Phelps, the ‘10 Au 
Bon Climate or the ’09 Miramar Estate. These are readily 
available and between $20 and $40. French choices I like 
are the Domaine Vougeraie Gevrey Chambertin ’09 and 
the Domaine Desertaux-Ferrand ’08, both under $40. 
Using other red wines like Merlots or Zinfandel would be 
just fine, but white wines would be a underwhelming with 
this stew.

A Sauterne or sweet white wine would work well with the 
liver pate appetizer, the salad with blue cheese and pears, 
and the Charlotte. 

This is a great make ahead meal for easy entertaining, as 
there is little last minute prep. Ask your guests to bring a 
Pinot Noir or Burgundy in a brown bag and have a wine 
tasting, too. See if you can taste which wines are New World 
Pinots and which are Old world Burgundies. Santé!

By Lana Novak, Certified Sommelier, Estancia 
Recipe by Cynthia Slack, Anchorage
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By Dave Shellenbarger, Estancia

The “Mayor” of Estero

thEY NAmEd thE Estero Parkway Bridge over I-75 after –  
Don Eslick. Who is he, anyway? Why name the bridge after him? 
Answer: Don is the unofficial “mayor” of Estero, and he is retiring 
after over ten years of volunteer community service, with a record 
of remarkable achievement!

Estero is unincorporated, home to over 4 million square feet of 
retail office space, and operates in a safe and well planned fashion 
after a decade of rapid development. But Estero has benefited from 
the leadership of Don Eslick, a retired Illinois economist who never 
stopped working when he became an Estero resident in 1999. And 
all of south Lee County, including the residents of Bonita Springs 
and Bonita Bay, are better off because of the leadership and 
expertise that Don demonstrated in Estero.

In 1999 the political scene in south Lee County was changing. 
Led by the formation of a city government in Bonita Springs, 
boundaries were being drawn, a city organization was being created 
in Bonita Springs, and the way things “got done” was evolving. 
Estero resisted formation of a city government and chose not to 
join Bonita Springs when its city government was formed. But in 
Estero, things were evolving, too, and following a different path. 
Thousands of new home sites, projects proposed by large upscale 
local and national developers, and continually increasing traffic 
and infrastructure growth were rapidly altering Estero, with all the 
usual related risks.

A new community called The Brooks, a 2,500 acre development 
that includes four separate but related communities, was increasing 
the population of the area. Other smaller communities were 
proposed or under construction, and residents were beginning to 
feel the pressure of increased traffic, building permit uncertainty, 
with a general unease about the changes that were happening. But 
with little interest in forming a city government, residents looked 
to the county government to provide regulation, direction, and 
discipline while these plans and changes developed at a rapid rate.

It was clear that this growth needed to be managed. A citizen’s 
alliance called ECHOES (Estero Concerned Homeowners 
Organization) joined with representatives from the newly formed 
Estero Chamber of Commerce to form a pseudo planning board. 
Its role was to examine incorporating or forming a community 
development plan, to set community objectives and to guide 
development and permitting as expansion accelerated. David 
Graham, planning director for Bonita Bay Group, and a few 
other local business people joined citizen representatives on the 
committee, and in time a decision was made to create a community 
development plan with the help of Lee County. 

Don Eslick, a career public finance professional and development 
consultant, had retired to Estero in 1999, planning to play golf 
and relax a little while his consulting practice in Illinois wound 
down. Through a friend, Don was invited to join the planning 
group organized by ECHO and the Chamber. His expertise 
was invaluable in not only identifying the data needed to guide 
development, but also to shape plans to allow the achievement 
of goals of the community development plan that would later be 
approved by the county commission. 

A uniting event that brought increased community plan support 
was the announcement of Coconut Point, a planned 500 acre 
mall and mixed use community to be built at US-41 and Coconut 
Road. Oak Brook Properties, owner of the land, was joining with 
the Simon Group to build a 1.8 million square foot mall. Wal-Mart 
proposed two new stores along US-41. So many “big money” 
projects provided the impetus for bringing many community 
leaders from the various residential developments together.

Led by Don Eslick, the Estero Council of Community Leaders 
(ECCL) was formed and continues to operate today. While the 
ECCL focused on infrastructure needs, two other community 
organizations, the Estero Community Planning Panel (ECPP) and 
the Estero Design Review Committee (EDRC), were created by 
Lee County as part of the community planning process. Together, 
they became the research, communications, and County advisory 
entities to guide execution of the community plan and the keep all 
residents aware of issues that were important to them. The county 
commission directed that, before any property could be rezoned 
or projects within them approved, a public hearing directed by 
the ECPP or EDRC was required to allow residents to put their 
concerns “on the record.” Under Don’s leadership, volunteer 
residents, many of them with professional credentials as architects, 
engineers, planners and landscape architects, became experts on 
“good” versus “bad” development.
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Ultimately, the developers of Coconut Point, the Simon 
Property Group and Oakbrook Properties, signed a letter of 
agreement with the ECCL communities establishing a binding 
agreement addressing all the community concerns about major 
development. These procedures continue today, and are part of 
any commercial development approval sought in Estero. And 
Wal-Mart, with a modified plan to blend into the community 
landscape, will begin construction of its first store at Estero 
Boulevard and US-41 next year.

The result of this unusual grassroots policy is that impacted residents 
not only have thorough knowledge of developer plans before 
submission, but also use the opportunity to make their concerns 
part of the official record before developments and projects 
are approved by the County. The result has been that building 
architecture, site landscaping, parking location, signage, lighting, 
buffering and building placement and compatibility with adjacent 
developments—all with the community’s interests in mind—occur in 
every instance. The result is the very “livable” community that is 
Estero today!

I’ve done some research, and I have not found any other community 
in the country where commercial growth has been influenced as 
successfully as has occurred in Estero. With no elected leaders, 
but only with interested, ethical, determined volunteers, ECCL 
and its related organizations achieved as much as any elected city 
government could hope to accomplish. 

When I asked Don why he thought that ECCL had been so effective, 
he cited with three reasons. First, email made communication and 

timely notices possible to a wide group of people very quickly and 
inexpensively. Second, he felt that hard work by many county staff, 
including county commissioner Ray Judah, a former professional 
planner, and community development director Mary Riggs, had 
been essential to the success of Estero. And third, the willingness 
of a large number of skilled, talented and experienced people in 
Estero to become involved and volunteer their time was vital.

In spite of its success so far, the future for ECCL holds challenges. 
The Estero development plan calls for 11 million square feet of 
retail space when development is complete, and 4 million feet are 
built today. Development pressure in the Density Reduction and 
Groundwater Retention (DRGR) area continues to require vigilance 
to assure that area ground water regeneration is protected and to 
guarantee that developers “pay their way” as they create plans 
that affect this resource. Regional transportation and development 
needs affect Estero, and responsible dialogue is needed. And with 
success comes a feeling of safety and reduced anxiety, which may 
affect the willingness of people to volunteer to the extent they have 
done in the past.

After interviewing Don for an hour and a half for this article, I 
had a strong impression that he’d just been a spectator while 
everything happened around him—perhaps this is a clue to this 
man’s leadership style. When you drive through Estero and shop at 
Coconut Point, pause to consider how this beautiful development 
came to be—thanks largely to the leadership of Don Eslick and 
many hard working volunteers. He has set the bar high, but his 
leadership is an example for us all!
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CREEKSIDE   
3371 Creekside Drive; $1,249,000; 

4+ Den / 3 (1 half);  
3,800 sqft living; 6,333 sqft total

REALTOR®

Bonita Bay Resident

(239) 910-4040
SGrabau@JohnRWood.com  |  SGrabau.com

BAYVIEW
#803; $709,900;  

3/3, 2,728 sqft living;  
3,337 sqft total

HARBOR LAKES   
27050 Lake Harbor Ct #101;  

$219,900; 2/2; 1,370 sqft living;  
1,850 sqft total

RIVERWALK   
27441 Country Club Drive; $995,000;  

3+ Den / 2 (2 half);  
3,310 sqft living; 6,001 sqft total

BAYWOODS  
26351 Woodlyn Drive; $1,799,000; 
4+ Den / 4 (1 half); 4,626 sqft living; 

7,913 sqft total

BAYVIEW   
#304; $415,000;  

3/3, 2,712 sqft living; 
3,195 sqft total

HORIZONS   
#604; $1,499,999; 3+ Den /   
3 (1 half); 3,733 sqft living;  

4,823 sqft total

HORIZONS   
#1103; $1,425,000; 3+ Den /  

4 baths; 3,417 sqft living;  
4,069 sqft total

HORIZONS

PENDING



thE sUsAN g. komEN FUNdRAisER began at Bonita Bay 
in 1996 and has since raised almost $1,000,000.

The two women who started it were Carolyn Connelly, Woodlake, 
and Sally Newi, Ibis Cove, who had known each other for many 
years. They were both members of the Women’s Golf Committee. 
At a meeting with head pro Tom McCarthy, they suggested that 
the women’s golf group should consider a charity golf tournament. 
He agreed.

They picked the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation as the 
beneficiary because they felt many women would identify with the 
charity and because it was a charity that designated minimal funds 
from donations for their administrative costs. (As of January 11, 
2013, Komen is still listed on Charity Navigator with their highest 
rating of four stars.)

That first year, it was only a 
golf tournament on one course. 
Women were asked to pay for 
their cart fees and the luncheon 
and bring with them any 
donations they’d like to make 
to Komen. At the lunch, they 
passed around a large bowl and 
women put in their donations. 
Also, local jeweler and Bonita 
Bay resident Barbara DuFrane, 
Ibis Cove donated a necklace 
and the winner of the necklace 
was drawn from the bowl of 
donations at the luncheon. 
She was also kind enough to 
donate jewelry for many years 
thereafter. Sally and Carolyn 
and their husbands counted the 
donations of that first event and 
it exceeded $5,000. That was 
the start of an extraordinary 
fund-raiser that has continued 
for 17 years!

The second year, the turnout 
was significantly larger. A 
second golf course was added. So was a silent auction, and golf 
holes were sold to sponsors. Women who had suffered with breast 
cancer and were breast cancer survivors were asked to stand and 
the number was impressive. The total raised that year was more 
than $12,000.

In 1998, Carolyn and Sally added tennis and card games to the 
SGK event. People donated parties for the auction. A local artist 
donated his paintings. One man, the husband of a Bonita Bay 
Club member, donated himself as Iron Man; he would come to 
your home and iron clothes for one hour. One woman playfully 
asked him what else could he do? He replied, “All he could do 
these days was iron.” That year they raised more than $25,000 
and for the next year, they added co-chairs for tennis as well as a 
charity walk.

Sally and Carolyn chaired the annual Susan G. Komen Fundraiser 
for seven years and then passed it on to Margo Teegardin (formally 
of Spring Ridge) and Pat Joyce, Mira Lago.

When Pat and Margo took over the SGK, they were reluctant to 
change the way things had been done. However, they soon realized 
that if they wanted to take it to the next level, they needed to come 
up with some new ideas. One of the obvious places to make more 
money was the auction; so, it was decided to jazz it up. The auction 
was now going to be held at a Monday evening cocktail party with 
spouses in attendance. They even had music by “Sweet Charity” 
whose combo leader, Lenny Nuzzo, Deerwood, donated their 
playing time. The event became a great success and each year 
raised more money than the previous year. Everyone especially 
loved bidding on the in-home dinners and cocktail parties. 

Another added event was the 
Home Tour which was chaired 
by Linda Ramsey, Cranbrook 
who had been involved with the 
SGK Fundraiser from almost 
the beginning. She recalls that 
the Tour was an immediate hit 
because of the residents who 
graciously opened their homes 
for the charity. “The first year 
(2006) we had over 300 visitors 
at $20 per person and virtually 
no expenses!” 

But after four years, the fund 
drive seemed to be getting a bit 
stale and was time for a change. 
In 2007 the “baton” was 
handed over to Cindy White, 
Creekside and Valerie Gorman, 
Anchorage. 2007 also marked 
25th anniversary of the SGK 
Foundation and the year when 
the organization’s name was 
changed to Susan G. Komen for 
the Cure.

Before Cindy was elected 
President of the Bonita Bay Club and Valerie became Co-Editor of 
Bay Watch News, they took on the challenge of chairing two years 
of SGK fundraising in 2007 and 2008. They made the decision to 
invite men to participate in the events for the first time, including 
golf, 5k walk/run, house tour, tennis, bocce and a bike ride (to the 
BB Beach Park) with a portion of the proceeds going to Prostate 
Cancer Foundation and Arnies Army. The luncheon and fashion 
show was left as a “ladies only” event. Cindy said, “We were 
amazed at the level of community support, and the participation at 
the week-long program was tremendous. We had the BEST team 
leaders to help with the events and everything went smoothly.” 
Thank goodness the weather cooperated! Valerie remembers “the 
crystal eagles that were awarded to the winners of the golf event 
and the symbolic lifting of the spirit for all those who were battling 

The History of the Susan G. Komen Fundraiser at Bonita Bay
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breast and prostate cancer was very moving.” In the two 
years, over $200,000 was raised for SGK.

Susan Mulligan, River Ridge and Phyllis Rosenstock, 
(formally of the Sanctuary) stepped forward and 
volunteered to co-chair the Komen Week Fundraiser for 
2009. This, of course, was the year the Bonita Bay Club 
was in transition. “We were not even sure we would have 
a golf course on which to play the charity golf event 
that February!” said Susan. Ultimately, they decided 
to go ahead and schedule the golf tournament, cocktail 
party and auction. Everyone pitched in to help with the 
“abbreviated” week, and they actually raised a little over 
$18,000. Susan and Phyllis were very pleased with the 
turnout and the fact that the next year would be much less 
stressful because the members would be the owners of the 
Club. The SGK Fundraiser would be able to proceed with 
the full slate of activities once again.

Phyllis was in the process of moving to Arizona, so Linda 
Ramsey graciously agreed to continue with SGK in her 
strong role as an organizer of the Komen activities for 
2010. All the events were planned as they had been before 
2009 – golf tournament, auction and raffle, bridge and 
Mah Jongg luncheon, home tour, fitness walk, golf hole 
sponsorships and they even sold pink Komen shoelaces! 
With the help of the faithful committee members and the 
support of the Bonita Bay community, they had a very 
successful Komen Week. Linda and Susan presented 
a check for just over $38,500 to Susan G. Komen of 
Southwest Florida at the Annual Grants Luncheon in 
April of 2010.

The auction traditionally has played a major role in the 
success of the fundraising effort. It is also one of the most 
difficult of the tasks included in Komen Week activities. 
The auction alone involves procuring auction items, all 
publicity for the event, set up on the day of the auction, 
planning for the buffet dinner, cocktail party, etc. Nobody 
knows better than Holly Dell Angelo, Anchorage who 
worked with Joyce Eikenberg, Bayview and Marlene 
Rickert, Montara in her first year as auction co-chair 
and with Joann Defrain, Montara the following year. 
Holly looks back and remembers that, “during my two 
years as co-chair of the Auction Committee, we could 
not have succeeded without the generosity of the Bonita 
Bay residents. A large percentage of the proceeds came 
from donations such as cocktail party/dinners hosted by 
members in their homes, major sporting event tickets, 
private wine collections and many fabulous items 
handcrafted by the members themselves.” 

This year, four women will run the 18th year of the 
Susan G. Komen Fundraiser. They are Ginnie Rossi, 
Bayview; Janie Gill, Tavira; Joanne Gibbons, Waterford 
and Rosemary Dellaquila, Woodlake. Wish them luck and 
say “yes” when they ask for your support as Bonita Bay 
residents have done with enthusiasm for the past 17 years!
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hAVE YoU EVER needed to send a hard copy of a crucial 
document and not had a fax machine available? Well, the 
popularity and ease of scanning has evolved to enable you to 
send your important document.

Scanning allows you to send a hard copy via your email account. 
This is how scanning works. The hard copy gets placed in either 
your scanner flatbed or document feeder. From here, through 
the appropriate software, the document is scanned onto your 
computer. From your computer, it is now possible to send it via 
email to the corresponding person.

The steps for all manufacturers are all very similar. For this article, 
we will be discussing any HP all-in-one printer. Just like printing, 
your printer must be connected via network or USB connection 
for scanning. 

In order to scan, first make sure you have the correct software 
from your printer manufacturer installed (in this case HP). If you 
have the original CD, which came with your all-in-one printer, 
then you could run this. Otherwise, visit your manufacturer’s 
site (http://www.hp.com) and find the “support & drivers” tab. 
Under the “support & drivers” tab, select “drivers & software.” 
Now enter your all-in-one printer model number. The next step 

is selecting your current operating system. When your printer is 
found, download and install the full feature software and driver. 
This full feature will provide the scan driver. Follow the prompts 
to install the appropriate software.

Now that you have the software on your computer, the next 
step is to place your document either in the flatbed or the 
document feeder of your all-in-one printer. Please make note 
that when placing in the flatbed or document feeder there 
would be markings to fit your document. Make sure to pay 
attention to these markings; also to any indication about 
which side should be face up.

There are a couple of ways to scan the document from your 
printer onto your computer. The first is by pushing the scan 
button on your all-in-one printer. Depending on your printer 
model, you may have to select the computer you would like to 
scan it to as well. Now that the document is on your computer, 
you can save it and send it through your email system.

The second method is to use the scan option located on 
your desktop, which came with your downloaded software. 
Depending on your operating system, there will be an icon 
to scan from your computer. Typically, after downloading the 
full feature software, you will see the corresponding printer 
icon on your desktop. Once you find this icon, you will see 
the option to scan to computer. By following the appropriate 
prompts, you will be able to scan directly to your computer. 

Scanning is really convenient and user friendly. It is a great 
replacement for faxing. So next time you are in a pinch and 
need to send a hard copy of something, try scanning. 

Ken Saksa
21st Century Technology LLC
Business: 239-410-8603
Cell: 412-691-0484

Techno-Savvy
How to Scan Using Your Computer
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The 85th Academy Awards honoring the best films of 2012 
will take place on February 24. 

First prize: $100 gift certificate to Ruth’s chris Restaurant
second prize: two tickets to the Frank cine  
         grille theatre at the prado

pick the winners in the following categories: 

Best picture  10 points
Best Actor   5 points
Best Actress   5 points
Best supporting Actor  3 points
Best supporting Actress  3 points
Best director   5 points
tie Breaker: Best Foreign Film
tie Breaker two (if necessary): Best song

Go to www.BayWatchNews.com for a list of the movies, entry form 
and contest rules.

Academy
Awards
ContestSunday, February 3, 2013

pick the winner: 
Baltimore Ravens vs. san Francisco 49ers and the total 
number of points scored.

the lucky winner will receive $100 cAsh!
deadline is February 3, 2013, 4:00 pm.

To submit an entry and for contest rules, go to  
www.BayWatchNews.com and click on “Contest.” 

Sponsored by My Shower Door. See ad on page 24.

Super Bowl
Contest
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iN 1966, A television show began to put a spotlight on 
the communication between married couples, often much 
to the chagrin of the contestants and always to the delight 
of the audience. Couples would compare their answers to 
questions, and try to guess what their partner might answer 
to a series of comical, and even sometimes meaningful 
questions. I am often reminded of this game when couples 
come into our office for a financial planning session. 

Carefully we watch as couples answer questions about risk, 
spending habits, and even end of life decisions. While many 
times there are no surprises, I am still frequently surprised 
by the raised eyebrows and exclamations, “You really 
think we need that much?”, and “I had no idea you wanted 
that!” Below is a list of five questions – play the game and I 
guarantee you’ll gain a better understanding of your partner 
and your plan. 

1. What do you wish your partner would spend less  
money on? 

As we approach the risk/return analysis for our clients and 
better understand their goals, they often forget that there is 
a facet of their plan that impacts the level of return required 
to continue to achieve their goals: spending. The equation is 
simple – a reduction in spending similarly reduces the return 
required, and can often reduce the amount of risk necessary 
in order to reach your goals. In this context, ask yourself 
and your partner – what might we want to do without? The 
answer may be nothing, or it could surprise you. 

2. What does your partner wish for his or her end of  
life care? 

I remember clearly a meeting with clients I had as an 
associate with a law firm. When I discussed with them the 
terms of their living will, the husband replied, “Neither 
of us want to be kept on life support, pull the plug!” Wife 
interjected, “speak for yourself! I would like nutrition and 
hydration.” I won’t speculate on the conversation that took 
place during their ride home from the appointment, but 
needless to say the living wills we created were not mirror 
images of each other!

3. What are your partner’s biggest concerns for  
your children?

Parenting styles are as unique as the children we raise. Each 
parent has their own set of concerns, hopes and dreams for 
their children. Estate planning can address some of these 
issues. Are you fearful of divorce in your child’s future? 
Nervous that giving too much to your grandchildren could 

reduce their motivation? Hopeful that by providing an 
undercurrent of support, they will be encouraged to follow 
their dreams without fears about finances? Share your 
wishes, and make sure your financial and estate plan reflect 
the values you hold dear. 

4. What are your partner’s three biggest priorities  
in retirement? 

Travel. A vacation home. Memberships to golf and tennis 
clubs. Security. Charity. Each list of priorities will vary. 
Deciding what matters the most to you both can move you 
closer to the realization of your dream retirement. It also 
makes your answers to question 1 more palatable.

5. What type of investor is your partner?

Being a daredevil on vacations, an adventurous foodie or a 
shy bookworm really has no bearing on your personality as 
an investor. Get to know your risk in real terms – sure a large 
return sounds great, but check to see what the ride is like. 
Does watching your portfolio move up and down make you 
queasy, or are you comfortable with volatility? One spouse 
may be delighted to be on the roller coaster, waving hands 
in the air with each peak and trough, while the other may 
be turning green at the thought of the upcoming dips and 
rises. Going through an exercise in risk tolerance with your 
financial planner can be an enlightening experience, to say 
the least. 

Whether you’re a newlywed, or have been newlyweds for 
decades, play the game and test your knowledge. In love as 
in lottery, you can’t win if you don’t play!

By Emily Boothroyd Financial Planning Specialist for 
Westport Resources (www.westportresources.com), an 
independent investment and financial planning firm 
headquartered in Westport, CT. The firm also has an office 
in Naples, FL: Westport Resources, Collier Place I, 3003 
Tamiami Trail North, Suite 400 in Naples, FL 34103. 
239- 249-8811 or 800-935-0222.

The information given in this article does not constitute legal or 
accounting advice or opinion and should not be relied upon for any 
planning purposes. It is provided solely and exclusively for general, 
non-specific educational purposes. Additionally, the information 
given in this article is not meant to be a substitute for the services 
of a licensed attorney or tax professional in your state. You should 
consult with your local attorney or tax professional regarding your 
suitability for the techniques stated herein under your local laws. 

The Game of Love and Finance
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Answers can be found at www.BayWatchNews.com. 
Click on “Puzzles.”
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Edited by Will Shortz
Sudoku Puzzle

Answers can be found at www.BayWatchNews.com. 
Click on “Puzzles.”

Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box 
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

Estate Tax continued from page 37

technically has no estate tax, a Florida resident who 
owns real property in another state may be liable for 
that state’s estate or inheritance tax as it relates to the 
value of that real property.

For the 2013 year, the inflationary indexed gift tax 
annual exclusion is $14,000 per person.

It is certainly welcome relief that we have some 
“permanence” in our tax code. For many of you who 
were on the fence during the last two years as to whether 
you should update your estate plan, now is the time 
to act with rules and a playbook that will not require 
multiple hedging positions.

 
David P. Browne, P.A.
Board Certified Wills, Trusts & Estates Lawyer
Bonita Bay Blvd., Phone: 239.498.1191

Private dressage lessons, are available for novices as well as 
the more experienced riders. Dressage, which helps riders with 
every aspect of horsemanship, is a competitive equestrian sport 
defined by the International Equestrian Federation as “the highest 
expression of horseback riding where horse and rider perform 
from memory a series of predetermined movements.”

“In addition to physical exercise, horseback riding has several 
other benefits,” according to Glenn. “Riding improves balance 
and coordination, burns calories and tones muscles,” he went on 
to say.

Karen Divirgilio, from Vermont, who boards her horse seasonally 
at the Equestrian Center, told me that “Glenn and Casperson are 
very knowledgeable, friendly and can’t do enough to make your 
experience at the Center a delightful and productive one.”

Whether you wish to be a better horseman or dream of Grand Prix 
glory, Gulf Shore Equestrian Center is here to help you achieve 
your dreams.

The Center welcomes horse lovers of all ages. With a variety of 
offerings to choose from, such as full-service or seasonal boarding, 
horse training, and riding lessons, the Gulf Shore Equestrian 
Center has something for everyone.

Horsing Around continued from page 38
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CLASSIFIED
Tickets for Sale

*Two Daytona Weekend Tickets for sale for 
Saturday Nationwide Race and Sunday Daytona 
500. Tickets are best available near start/finish 
line in the Sprint Tower. Tickets in the family for 
years. Awesome seats and offered at our cost. Call 
Jim Chisholm at 239.947.6443

Wanted
*Storage Space wanted for 3 to 5 cars in the 
Bonita area. I will rent or buy. Please contact Mike 
Hartley at 724.355.6203

*To Rent - Furnished Home (1800-2500 sq 
ft) w/1st floor master or Condo (first floor only) 
for 2013-14 season, November - April. Call Bob 
440.773.7870

Trade Condo #1105 in Esperia (MLS# 
212011429), list price $638,000; we would like to 
downsize and are looking for a condo (1st floor or 
higher floor if elevator operated) in Bonita Bay in 
the range of $200,000 - $300,000. Please contact 
the owner, Baerbel Gurland, hbgurland@gmail.
com

Motor Home For Rent
*2012 Winnebago ERA 70x Mercedes 
Motorhome Weekly rentals, $1800 per week and 
100 free miles daily/ .30 cents mile extra. Without 
Question the finest and most maneuverable 
24’ Vehicle made. Brand New, Privately Owned. 
NON SMOKING. Corporate Events, Getaways, 
Sporting Events. Grand kids Love Disney 
World, Sea World, This is fun, easy to handle 
and park. Bonita Bay Resident 651.338.4441 or 
chrisbrown1977@gmail.com

Cars/Motorcycle for Sale
*Mercedes Benz E320 2003 Excellent condition 
gray/gray interior. $8,900 Call cell: 847.764.1387

*2001 Sebring LXI convertible Silver, grey 
leather seats. “Condo car”: good condition, very 
low mileag (20,470). $5,500. 239.498.4316

*1966 Mercedes SL500 Black/Black interior. 
New top. Excellent Condition. Asking $10,500. 
239.498.5115

Classic Street and Muscle Cars  High quality -  
or sale or trade. See www.BantamCityRods.com. 
Please call 724.355.6203

Miscellaneous
*Wheelchair Heavy duty, used 2 weeks. pd. $550. 
Will accept reasonable offer. 239.947.4653

*Classic Schwinn Collegite 113 Men’s 
Bike Excellent condition $l65. Also like new, 
Craftsman Leaf Blower $50 239.273.6380

*Recumbent Three Wheeler Sun E Z 
Tadpole in excellent condition. 21 speed, 
comfortable, low to the ground, fast with go-cart 
like feel and has all the extras- fenders,lights, 
speed/odometer. $800. 239.498.8832

*Eleven books on cd $65. 239.495.7588

*Portable Inversion Table Master Care Mini 
Back-A-Traction Inversion Stretch Table 
Perfect for home use, with safe 15-degree inversion, 
manufactured in Sweden, and distributed by The 
Comfort Store. Practically new (was used no more 
than 10 times), it is portable and folds, can be 
moved, lifted and stored in minimal space. Was 

purchased new online last July for $429. Asking 
$390. (Instruction book and CD available also). 
Contact Monique Bondeux at 239.498.1370, or 
mbondeux@comcast.net

Steinway Piano 1907 Ebony polish Steinway 
& Sons 5’10” model O piano with Piano Disc 
computer installed. Fully renovated by Steinway 
in July 2002. Excellent condition. Artist bench 
and dehumidifier included. Call 239.495.1606

Three bikes - 2 like new - $65 each. Pressure 
washer - used twice - $100. For more info call 
740.972.8742 or 273.6380

Iron Horse MT 10018” Mens Bike 7 speed, 
good condition, asking $120. 502.553.2717

American Cut Glass Crafted by American 
glass makers in the 50 year period between 1876 
and WWI. They would make marvelous gifts for 
a special birthday, anniversary or wedding. If 
you would like to purchase a piece of American 
Brilliant Cut Glass, please contact Mary Welch at 
239.495.1888 for an appointment

Lenox Oxford Bone China 12 seven-
piece place settings, pattern White Echo with 
Platinum Band ($600), 7 matching serving pieces 
($150), Lenox Crystal - 12 three-piece sets (Wine, 
Champagne/Desert, & Water Goblet - $200), and 
12 five-piece “White Orchid” Community fine 
silverware set, plus 7 extra pieces ($350). Approx. 
total Retail $3,370, asking price total $1,300. 
239.947.9810

Miami Sun 3 Wheel Bicycle NEW $400 or 
best offer. 239.495.2982

Wallace Aegean Weave Gold accent 
Table Setting for twelve (97 Pieces), some in 
original packing. Exquisite for every day dining 
& entertaining. Wallace sterling silver brings 
elegance to any table setting. Asking price $3,000 
(current new price is $12,000). John Klocko 
239.992.9757

Essex Classic Grand EGP-161 Piano with 
QRS Petine CD with Speaker, purchased at 
Steinway Piano Gallery in Naples, mint condition. 
Please call for more information 239.495.2982

Duvet and Shams NEW 100% pure silk 
luxurious for queen-sized bed (two) sets. One is 
a soft gold color with bamboo pattern, the other 
is a Wedgewood blue with flowers. These can be 
altered for king-sized beds. They were purchased 
in China and are of the highest quality. Cell 608. 
769.1976

China Set by Rosenthal 8-pc Aida pattern 
with several unusual extra serving pieces $575; 
Approx 5’x7’ gold with red rug $25; Approx 8’x8’ 
geometric print rug in aqua, blues, etc. $35; lovely 
framed ballerina picture $15. 239.949.0949

Carpet Yellow ground & red design @ 5’x7’ $30; 
Egyptian geometric design carpet in shades of turq 
& blue, @8’x8’ $60. Lovely handmade Renaissance 
gown, ladies size 6-8 $150. 239.949.0949

Houses for Sale
*Woodlake Beautiful panoramic lake view! 3 br/2 
1/2 ba. Newly renovated master bath. New air 
conditioning system. New roof/new windows/new 
carpeting. Pool resurfaced/new pavers. $779,000. 
239.682.3600 or 239.992.4326

Pelican Landing 3 br., 2.5 baths. 3699sq. ft. 
A/C, 1/2 acre - faces lake, sunken great room, 
formal dr, floor to ceiling bow window, custom 

spa style master bath with dual walk through 
showers and panoramic views. $1,145,000. Call 
Jay Snyderman at 239.947.9947 for details.

Condos for Sale
Sandpiper 3 bed. 2 bath condo for sale. This 
second-floor unit faces west overlooking a large 
lake. It has a new heating/air conditioner, new water 
heater, and new carpeting throughout in 2008. It has 
been freshly painted and has a new roof. This condo 
will be maintenance and worry free for years to come. 
The unit is located in the Sandpiper community 
where the heated pool and tennis courts are just 
steps from your door. The unit comes furnished with 
Thomasville furniture and can be purchased turn 
key for just $265,000. 239.948.1135

Condos for Rent
*Wild Pines 2BR, 2BA, 3rd Floor corner unit 
(elevator) with wrap around lania. Beautiful view 
of the 1st fairway of the Marsh golf course and 
the pond beyond. No pets, no smoking. Weekly, 
Monthly or extended stay rentals available. 
In season, $4,500/month, $1,250/week. Year 
round availability, beginning April 6, 2013. Call 
612.860.4807

*Sandpiper March only. 3 bed, 2 bath second 
floor condo, great view. Heated pool and spa ,2 
tennis courts and all the amenities of Bonita Bay 
$4,000. 239.948.1135 or 508.942.8063 kathy-
ed2@msn.com

*Hammock Isle 3 BR, 3 BA and a media room; 
open floor plan; 2 car garage, overlooking 7th 
green of Bay Island. Very small private community.
Close to pool and park. New paint throughout, 
nicely furnished. Monthly rates vary from $2200 to 
$3800. Available starting Febraury 1. Call Rick at 
404.317.4499 or rramsden001@aol.com

Bay Pointe Enjoy beautiful Sunsets! 3 
bedroom/2 bath overlooking Preserve. Available 
by Month or Season $5,500 month. Available 
Jan 1, 2013. JHough618@Gmail.com or John at 
847.274.3883
Harbor Landing 3 BR/2 BA coach-home 
available immediately for annual rental. Open, 
spacious floor plan. Water view. Close to pool. 
$1,800 per month. CALL: 239.293.3274 for tour 
of home
Vistas 7th floor fabulous Estero Bay views; 
3BR 3 Ba, large wrap-around screened lanai; 2 
parking spaces indoor garage; designer decorated. 
Also taking reservations for next fall and winter. 
Contact: 312.375.6059

Bay Watch News acts as a venue to allow free classified ads 
for the purpose of selling goods and services. Bay Watch 
News is not involved in the actual transaction between 
buyers and sellers. As a result, Bay Watch News has no 
control over, or any responsibility for the quality, safety 
or legality of the items advertised, the truth or accuracy of 
the advertisement, the ability of sellers to sell items or the 
ability of buyers to buy items. Bay Watch News disclaims 
any responsibility for ensuring that a buyer or seller will 
actually complete a transaction. Bay Watch News does not 
confirm each user’s identity.

To submit your FREE ad for items you would like to 
sell, such as household furnishings, sporting gear, cars, 
boats, homes for sale or rent by owner, etc., please email: 
BayWatchAds@aol.com or Valdon Publishing, LLC, Bay 
Watch News, P.O. Box 1604, Bonita Springs, FL 34133. 
Include item for sale with description and your phone 
number. You MUST be a Bonita Bay resident or renter 
to take advantage of this FREE service. This offer is valid 
for Bonita Bay residents only.

*New Item
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Crossword Puzzle

 
www.crosswordtournament.com  Used with permission.

kangaroo phrases By Ashish Vengsarkar

Edited by Will Shortz
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